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This report presents the results of an investigation into the historical cultural heritage values 
and statutory obligations of the Parwan Employment Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) (activity 
area) (Map 1). The Historic Cultural Heritage Assessment (HCHA) has been prepared in 
order to develop a broader understanding of the activity area, and identify known historic 
sites, as well as locations that have historic archaeological potential. Management 
recommendations have been formulated for known historic sites, and locations of historic 
archaeological potential. 
 
The activity area covers a total of 2,480 hectares and is located south of the Bacchus Marsh 
town centre. It is bound by the proposed Parwan Station Precinct Structure Plan to the north, 
Nerowie Road to the south, the township of Exford to the east and Parwan Creek to the 
west. The activity area is located approximately 46 kilometres west of Melbourne (Map 1). 
The cadastre is presented in (Appendix 2). 
 
The activity area is predominantly used for agriculture and rural residential uses, with a 
limited range of commercial, recreation and utility use. A Development Plan, and a 
Development Plan Overlay, will be utilised to unlock agribusiness employment land in this 
precinct. 
 
There were no Victorian Heritage Register or Victorian Heritage Inventory sites within the 
activity area at the commencement of the assessment. At the commencement of this 
assessment one Moorabool Shire Council Heritage Overlay site; the Former Parwan South 
(Nerowie) State School No 4175 & Mechanics Institute was registered on the Victorian 
Heritage Inventory (HO 196; Appendix 3). The Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School 
No 4175 and Mechanics Institute is subject to Clause 43.01 Heritage Overlay and Schedule 
to Clause 43.01 Heritage Overlay of the Moorabool Shire Council Planning Scheme and the 
historic consent process in pursuant to Heritage Act 2017.  
 
A targeted survey for known and potential historic sites was undertaken on Wednesday 4th 
December 2019 and the 3rd January 2020. A heritage architect investigation was also 
undertaken for 229 Smiths Rd, Parwan to establish the origins and level of significance for 
a historic dwelling on the property (Section 4). 
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION – DESKTOP ASSESSMENT (SECTION 2) 
 
The predominant uses within the activity area are pastoral and agricultural activities. Other 
uses present within the activity area include an industrial precinct, an aerodrome and a 
motorsport precinct. The desktop assessment has identified that the activity area has been 
greatly influenced by the Closer Settlement Act 1904, which led to subdivisional sales of 
large estates in the area between 1909 and the 1920s. This led to the establishment of 
smaller lots and homesteads in the Parwan area. In the activity area, the c. 1910 homestead 
and the c. 1914 Bingham’s Homestead are representative of these societal changes. Also, 
as a result of the subdivision of larger estates, this period led to an increase in population, 
and with it came a demand for community services, which resulted in the  community 
organising and paying for their own school (Parwan South State School). Based on this 
assessment, places associated with the social changes resultant from the Closer Settlement 
Act 1904 are of local interest to the Parwan area.  
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FIELDWORK – HISTORIC SITE SURVEY (SECTION 3) 
 
As a result of the targeted survey eighteen places of interest were identified within the activity 
area; these included fourteen homesteads, an airfield, quarry, stone fence, and a previous 
school and mechanics institute (Map 4). Of these, only places with known locations and 
land access granted were selected for further site investigation.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION (SECTION 6) 
 
Sites of Archaeological Potential and Significance 
 
There is one registered place within the activity area that has local and state significance 
(HO 196; H7722-0081). The Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & 
Mechanics Institute is a place of local historic significance for its association with the Parwan 
community, for providing education for itself, and persuading the government to lease a 
building for education erected by the community. It is also of local social interest to the 
Parwan community, as it is an historic meeting place and focal point in the community. The 
place consists of three buildings; of which all are in poor condition and disrepair. Two of the 
three buildings have fallen over and are derelict (Photo 3, 4 & 7), and the other one is 
structurally unstable (Photo 8).  A heritage architect should be consulted regarding 
stabilisation of this structure.  
 
Sites that did not Meet the Threshold for Inclusion on the Heritage Inventory 
 
The desktop assessment identified several places that have association with the early 
settlement of Parwan (1850-1890). These are the Cummings ‘Braemar’ homestead, 
Watsons homestead, Mahoney family homestead, Delaney and Hennessey former workers 
cottage, Alexander’s farm dwelling, George Running homestead, J. Connell house, and 
McLennan dwelling (Map 4). The study also identified five places as having association with 
early (1900-1935) twentieth century subdivisions, which was a result of the breakup of large 
pastoral runs into smaller farming settlements in this period. These are the 1910 Cummings’ 
homestead, Oakvale homestead, Sutherland ‘Montrose’ homestead and Nissan hut, and 
the 1914 and 1935 Bingham’s homesteads. 
 
Four places (Sutherland ‘Montrose’ homestead, 1935 Bingham’s homestead, Cummings 
‘Braemar’ homestead and Watsons homestead) comprise extant heritage features in 
various degrees of disrepair but were not surveyed and could not been assessed as part of 
this HCHA. However, all places from this period are of local historical interest for Parwan, 
and their heritage value, if possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future 
development. This could include using the name of historical places in future development 
for streets, open spaces, or buildings. 
 
Four places (1914 Bingham’s homestead, 1910 Cummings’ homestead, Oakvale 
homestead and Delaney and Hennessey former workers cottage) were surveyed as a part 
of this assessment and extant historic features were identified. The remaining fabric of these 
structures were either destroyed or in disrepair at the time of survey. However, all places 
from this period are of local historical interest for Parwan, and their heritage value, if 
possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future development. Structures 
associated with the 20th century do not fulfil the threshold requirement to be listed on the 
Moorabool Shire Council Planning Scheme, as association with early twentieth century 
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subdivisions in Parwan is considered incidental and the places do not significantly enhance 
our understanding of this period. However, these places and their heritage value, are of 
historical interest to Parwan. They are demonstrative of a significant period of land use 
change that occurred in the early twentieth century, and the heritage value of these places 
should be retained if possible. This could include using the name of historical places in 
future development for streets, open spaces, or buildings. 
 
Several other places were not identified during the study, including the M. Delahey stone 
fence boundary and bluestone quarry. The location of these places could not be identified 
during the site survey. However, they may retain heritage value, and if located should be 
investigated to determine their heritage value.  
 
The Bacchus Marsh Airfield has been identified as one of several “dispersal aerodromes”, 
alternative areas at which aircraft could be located in the event of an air attack on the RAAF 
Station Laverton. Although this place is associated with WWII, based on the desktop 
assessment, and on-site survey, the place has been determined as having incidental 
association with a period of low historical importance, and not containing evidence 
demonstrative of this period. The place has minimal historic archaeological and extant 
heritage value. 
 
The following places were not subject to an on-site investigation during this assessment, as 
their exact locations were unknown, and due to time constraints, it was not possible to locate 
them: Alexander’s Farm Dwelling, George Running Homestead, M. Delahey Stone Fence 
Boundary, J. Connell House, McLennan Dwelling and a possible bluestone quarry. Also, 
land access was not granted for the Mahoney Family homestead (Map 4), and it could not 
be viewed from a roadway. Therefore, its condition and exact heritage value are currently 
unknown. Furthermore, the places not inspected may have historic archaeological potential 
for evidence relating to early European settlement of the Parwan area. 
 
Drystone walls could be present within the activity area, particularly the M. Delahey stone 
fence boundary, and further target survey is recommended. The desktop concluded that 
the potential for substantial drystone walls is low. If remains are identified, it is likely they will 
be in a relatively poor state due to the lack of maintenance and the agricultural and pastoral 
activities that have occurred within the area over the last hundred years. If drystone walls 
are located within the activity area, the Moorabool Shire Council should be contacted to 
discuss the best process for the remains (Appendix 5). Typically, a drystone wall 
management plan would be required. 
 
Extant Heritage Assessment (Section 4, Appendix 6) 

The desktop assessment and survey identified the The Kerr Farmhouse (Delaney and 
Hennessey Homestead) (229 Smiths Rd, Parwan) as a brick cottage with historic potential. 
This dwelling is partly intact, retains aspects of integrity, and has evidence of association 
with an important historical period (Mills 2020). However, it is in poor to moderate condition, 
and has been altered to a point where it has potential to historically mislead (Butler 2020). It 
demonstrates an association, through both physical evidence and historical documentation, 
with an important historical period (early c. 1871 settlement of Parwan), and this association 
enhances understanding of this period better than other places in the region (Mills 2020). 
The place has undergone numerous periods of alteration that have affected the buildings 
aesthetic characteristics, is unoccupied and has low structural integrity. Based on these 
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factors, a heritage architect investigation was undertaken to determine the origins of the 
dwelling and prepare a statement of significance to establish its level of significance (Butler 
2020).  

The heritage investigation has determined the dwelling at 229 Smiths Rd, Parwan is Henry 
Kerr’s farmhouse, built by the early 20th Century, and has historic and aesthetic interest to 
Parwan (Butler 2020). It has been identified that the farmhouse and siting are symbolic only, 
as the fabric of the dwelling has been altered to a point where the historically significant 
elements are no longer visible (Butler 2020). Based on this interpretation, and the purpose 
of a Heritage Overlay (to preserve the physical fabric of a place), it is recommended the 
place is not added to the Heritage Overlay (Butler 2020, p.50). However, internal elements 
of the place have been identified as valuable, and evocative of the Kerr’s occupation, though 
inclusion on the Heritage Overlay for internal elements is deterred, unless they are 
individually of significance, which in this case they are not (Butler 2020, p.50). Therefore, it 
has been recommended that a section 173 agreement under the Planning and Environment 
Act 1987 between the Moorabool City Council and the landowner could be undertaken to 
preserve the internal elements (Butler 2020, p.50).  
 
LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS (SECTION 7) 
 
The legislative requirements on the local government, state government and commonwealth 
government level are presented.  
 
MANAGEMENT CONDITIONS (SECTION 8) 
 

Table 1 Summary of Recommendations 
 

Recommendation 
Number Summary 

Recommendation 1 

The Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School (H7722-0081) have 
been assessed as having moderate local historic and social significance, 
and low scientific and archaeological potential. The site has been 
registered on the Victorian Heritage Inventory as a place of state 
significance. If the site is to be impacted by the development, a Consent 
to Uncover and Expose under the Heritage Act must be obtained from 
the Executive Director, Heritage Victoria prior to any works being 
conducted that affect the site. 

Recommendation 2 

It has been determined the dwelling at 229 Smiths Rd, Parwan (Figure 12 
& 13) is Henry Kerr’s farmhouse, built c. 1900, and has historic and 
aesthetic interest to Parwan (Butler 2020). It has been identified that the 
farmhouse and siting are symbolic only, as the fabric of the dwelling has 
been altered to a point where the historically significant elements are no 
longer visible (Butler 2020). Based on this interpretation, and the purpose 
of a Heritage Overlay (to preserve the physical fabric of a place), it is 
recommended the place is not added to the Moorabool Shire Council 
Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay (Butler 2020). It has been 
recommended that a section 173 agreement under the Planning and 
Environment Act 1987 between the Moorabool City Council and the 
landowner could be undertaken to preserve the internal elements (Butler 
2020). 

Recommendation 3 
Site cards were submitted to Heritage Victoria and the Executive Director 
for the Bacchus Marsh Airport, The Winderlich Family ‘Oakvale’ 
Homestead, Watson’s Homestead, Sutherland (Montrose) Homestead 
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Delaney and Hennesy Homestead, Cumming’s Homestead (Braemar), 
Cumming’s Homestead, Bingham’s Homestead, Bingham’s 1935 
Homestead, Former Delaney & Hennessey Workers Cottage, Former J. 
Connell House, Former Mahoney Homestead (Map 5). Heritage Victoria 
determined that the areas of potential did not reach the threshold policy 
for inclusion onto the Heritage Inventory. However, if during the process 
of earthworks in these areas’ archaeological features, deposits and /or 
artefacts are identified, then works must cease and Heritage Victoria 
contacted immediately. In consultation with Heritage Victoria, site cards 
were not submitted for Alexander’s Farm, George Running’s Homestead 
and the Mclennan Dwelling because the location of these sites were not 
known from historic documents, nor where they identified during the 
survey. Site cards were not submitted for the quarry and stone fence 
because these site types are not considered to be of archaeological 
significance. 

Recommendation 4 

Cummings ‘Braemar’ homestead, Watsons homestead, Mahoney family 
homestead, Delaney and Hennessey former workers cottage, 
Alexander’s farm dwelling, George Running homestead, J. Connell 
house, and McLennan dwelling do not meet the basic heritage threshold 
test for inclusion on the Moorabool Shire Council Planning Scheme. 
These places have local historical interest for Parwan, and their heritage 
value, if possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future 
development. 

Recommendation 5 

1910 Cummings’ homestead, Oakvale homestead, Sutherland 
‘Montrose’ homestead and Nissan hut, and the 1914 and 1935 
Bingham’s homesteads do not meet the basic heritage threshold test for 
inclusion on the Moorabool Shire Council Planning Scheme. These 
places have local historical interest for Parwan, and their heritage value, 
if possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future 
development. 

Recommendation 6 

If additional historic features, artefacts or deposits are identified during 
further survey or earthworks site cards must be submitted to Heritage 
Victoria by the Sponsor or their agent. A site card is a prescribed form 
that dictates how historical archaeological sites are reported to Heritage 
Victoria (Heritage Victoria 2020, p.1). 

Recommendation 7 
Management of unexpected archaeological deposits or historic relics 
during earthworks for the Parwan Employment Precinct PSP must be delt 
with in accordance with Recommendation 7.                                                                                          

Recommendation 8 

A Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) must be prepared for a site or object 
registered on the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR), such as the Former 
Parwan South (Nerowie) State School (H7722-0081), and submitted as 
part of the consent application to change, damage, destroy or alter a site 
or object (Recommendation 1).  A HIS will assist the owner of a heritage 
listed site or object to navigate the process that enables them to 
understand the impacts when developing a future proposal for change to 
a registered site or object (Heritage Victoria 2021, p.3).  

Recommendation 9 

Artefacts identified during the Historic Consent process and any 
additional artefacts identified during earthworks within the Parwan 
Employment Precinct PSP area should be retained and managed in 
accordance with Recommendation 9.  

Recommendation 10 

The activity area for the PEP has potential to uncover further historic 
remains and archaeological deposits in surface and subsurface contexts, 
particularly at the identified areas of potential historic sensitivity shown in 
Map 4 & 5. If development is to occur in these areas, further survey should 
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be undertaken before any development commences. If any historic 
archaeology is identified, appropriate management recommendations 
should be prepared. 

Recommendation 11 

The Heritage Act 2017 and the Heritage Regulations 2017 provide 
protection and conservation for all historical cultural heritage located 
within Victoria. It is an offense under Section 87(1)(2) of the Heritage Act 
2017 to knowingly or recklessly remove, relocate or demolish, damage or 
despoil, develop or alter, or excavate, all or any part of a place or object 
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Parwan Employment Precinct Structure Plan – Historic Cultural Heritage Assessment 

 Archaeology At Tardis  heritage advisors 1 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Principle Reason for the Work 
  
This historic cultural heritage assessment (HCHA) was prepared in order to identify, assess 

and make recommendations for any known and potential extant and archaeological historic 

places, within the proposed Parwan Employment Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) (hereafter 

referred to as the activity area), Victoria. 

 

1.2 Sponsor  
 
The Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) (ABN 58 651 383 439) is the Sponsor of this HCHA. 

 
1.3 Aims and Objectives of the Study 
 

This study aims to identify and assess historic cultural heritage within the activity area in 

compliance with the Heritage Act 2017. This was achieved by conducting background 

research into the area of interest, supplemented by a targeted ground surface survey and a 

heritage architect investigation.  

 

1.4 Location of the Activity area and Cadastre 
 
The activity area covers a total of 2,480 hectares and is located south of the Bacchus Marsh 

town centre. It is bound by the proposed Parwan Station Precinct Structure Plan to the north, 

Nerowie Road to the south, the township of Exford to the east and Parwan Creek to the 

west. The activity area is located approximately 46 kilometres west of Melbourne (Map 1). 

The cadastre is presented in (Appendix 2). 

 
1.5 Local Municipality 
 

The relevant local municipality is the Moorabool Shire Council. 

 
1.6 Description of the Activity Area 

 

The activity area predominantly comprises plains grasslands. There are two wetland/swamp 

features within the activity area. One is a large swamp located in the south, directly east of 

3922 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road called Bingham Swamp, and the other is an unknown 

swamp in the north. The Parwan Creek runs along the western border of the activity area, 

with woodland species surrounding its banks. There is no major topographic differences 

within the activity area with the majority of land between 140 and 150 metres A.S.L. The 

lowest point is 110m A.S.L, near the creek in the north, and the highest point is 160 in the 

southwest. The land is predominantly used for farming activities, and consist of rural 

paddocks, residences and associated outbuildings.  

 

1.7 Heritage Advisor 
 

The heritage advisor is Noah Tyler from Archaeology At Tardis Pty Ltd (AAT). This report was 

updated and edited by Emma McNeil from Archaeology At Tardis Pty Ltd (AAT) in April of 

2022. 
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1.8 Owners and Occupiers 
 

The land is under individual ownership. The cadastre is presented in (Appendix 2).  

 

1.9 Individuals and Organisations Consulted during the Study 
 

The following individuals and organisations were consulted during this assessment: 

 

• National Trust Register 

• Australian Heritage Database  

• State Library of Victoria 

• National Library of Australia 

• Public Records Office 

• Heritage Victoria Inventory  

• Victorian Government Gazette 

• Victorian Heritage Register/Database 

• Victorian War Heritage Inventory 

• Moorabool Shire Council  

• Bacchus Marsh Historical Society  

 

1.10 Project Description 
 

The purpose of the project is to contribute to a development plan and development plan 

overlay for the activity area. This is being prepared by the Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) 

in partnership with Moorabool Shire Council. The predominant uses within the activity area 

are pastoral and agricultural activities. Other uses present include an industrial precinct, an 

aerodrome and a motorsport precinct (Map 1). The intention of the Parwan Employment 

Precinct PSP is to establish an employment precinct that is focused on agribusinesses, with 

high value developments such as hydroponic glass house production, meat and poultry 

processing and mushroom production. A PEP overlay will help guide the future use and 

development of the land and encourage agribusinesses to locate within the area. This is 

intended to unlock employment in the region and has the potential to produce 1,500 jobs in 

the precinct. 

 

The project is a major initiative in the Moorabool Shire and the Parwan region has been 

identified as a location with a competitive advantage. Some advantages for the area are: 

 

• Quick access to three national road transport routes 

• Easy access to freight and commuter rail 

• In a fast growing region (Peri-urban region, closely located to Melbourne)  

 

1.11 Date of Survey 
 

Targeted surveys were undertaken on the 4
th

 December 2019, 3
rd

 January 2020 and 19
th

 

May 2020. 
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2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION – DESKTOP ASSESSMENT 
 
The aim of the desktop assessment (Section 2.1) is to gather historic information relevant 

to the activity area, and formulate an historic site prediction model for the study area (Section 

2.3.3).  

 
2.1 Historical Background  

2.1.1 European History of Bacchus Marsh Region 
 

The first European to settle in the Bacchus Marsh area was Kenneth Scobie Clarke originally 

from Sunderlandshire, Scotland. During his time as manager of the Great Lake Company of 

Van Diemen’s Land, he sailed to Port Phillip in 1836 with 600 sheep. Later that year Clarke 

and his brother walked the sheep to the Lerderderg River, and built a hut on its western 

bank, land now owned by the Bacchus Marsh Golf Club. During 1838, Clarke established 

outstations at Pentland Hills, and left the valley and lands east of the Korkuperrimul Creek 

to Captain William Henry Bacchus and his son. Clarke named the area Bacchus’s Marsh, 

and after several years it became known as Bacchus Marsh (BM & D Historical Society 

2003; Osborn 1973). 

 

After Clarke moved to the Pentland Hills, Captain Bacchus, and his son, consolidated their 

land, and began to build huts and stations in different locations to control as much of their 

land as possible. The home station and four outstations were known as the Lardedark run, 

carried three thousand sheep, and estimated to be twenty-two square miles in size. The 

Bacchus’ also acquired land on the south side of the Werribee River, known as the Weiraby 

run, which was 10, 000 acres in size (Osborn 1973).  

 

Bacchus Marsh was taken up in large pastoral runs used extensively for sheep grazing, 

however, during 1842 the larger runs of the region were divided up for selection, increasing 

the number of settlers to the area. During 1839 and 1840, W.W. Darke, a government official, 

surveyed the Werribee River and its tributaries for the purposes of selection and subdivision. 

Alexander McCrae, Peter Inglis, John Lindsay and George Brunswick Smyth claimed 

portions of the Bucchus’ Lardedark run, including 76ha of land where his original homestead 

was built. Pre-emptive rights gazetted in 1847 recognised pastoralist’s rights to purchase 

259ha of their run at one pound per 0.4 ha. The first pre-emptive right granted in Bacchus 

Marsh was to Charles Griffith and Molesworth Greene for the ‘Glenmore run during 1852. 

Captain Bacchus eventually reclaimed some of his original land during 1846 to 1847, and 

built a substantial home called The Manor House (Peterson & Catrice 1995). 

 

The discovery of gold in the Ballarat region during the 1850’s increased traffic through 

Bacchus Marsh, and many businesses hoping to service these travellers opened up on the 

eastern side of the Lerderderg River at Hopetoun. These businesses comprised a flour-mill, 

brewery and hotel. Early maps of the Lerderderg River show that its eastern end comprised 

a marshy floodplain, which made travel across this section difficult. To facilitate access 

through this area, the Lerderderg riverbed was eventually dug out and confined to a man-

made channel (BM & D Historical Society 2003).  

 

James E. Crook, and James Watt, ran the Border Inn at Bacchus Marsh, and established 

coach services between Melbourne and Bacchus Marsh, and in 1851 to the Ballarat 

goldfields. During 1853 the Central Roads Board Committee was established, and with it 

the local government of Bacchus Marsh. The shire of Bacchus Marsh was established in 
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1871, before being amalgamated into the Moorabool Shire in 1994 (BM & D Historical 

Society 2003). 

 

Grazing and wheat production were the primary industries of the Bacchus Marsh region 

during the 1850s to 1870s. The first crops to be cultivated in the area comprised wheat and 

flour, and were generally concentrated on the large river flats north of the Werribee River. 

From the 1870s up until the 1960s, dairying became the predominant primary industry, with 

400 dairies producing and supplying milk in the region at one stage (BM & D Historical 

Society 2003). 

 

The first manufacturing industries within Bacchus Marsh were associated with the 

processing of foods and goods for local consumption. A brewery, situated at Hopetoun, 

was established by William Symington. The structures associated with the brewery, included 

a cellar and malthouse and a brick and stone cottage. The brewery produced approximately 

227 litres of beer per month, and was licensed from 1862-1886. A flour mill situated in the 

same area was known as the Union Mill, and was established and run by Robert Aitken 

(Peterson & Catrice 1995). The Hopetoun area, situated to the north of the Western Freeway, 

developed into a substantial stop over destination along the main travelling route between 

Melbourne and Ballarat. 

2.1.2 European History of the Activity Area 

 

The following background information has been prepared by Historian Peter Mills (Appendix 

4).   

 

Structures discussed below are shown on Map 4. However, historic maps or place locations 

are not known for all sites and therefore Map 4 displays only those with known locations. 
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Squatters and early farmers 1840s–1862 

 

 

 

Figure 1  Extract of A.S. Kenyon map of squatting runs 1835-1851. Centre of 
Parwan parish marked. (Crown Lands Department 1932) 

 

Up to the 1850s, the lands in the Parish of Parwan were occupied by two squatting runs, 

Glenmore and Exford. Most of the Parish was covered by the Glenmore run. From 1840 this 

run was run by James Moore and Charles James Griffith. By 1848 Moore’s share had been 

sold to Griffith’s nephew Molesworth Richard Greene. In 1876 Greene built a new 

homestead just to the west of Parwan, and this became a separate property: Greystones, 

in 1879.  

 

The Exford run, which had been acquired by Simon Staughton in 1842, overlapped the 

western edge of the Parish of Parwan. A distinctive carved corner post from Simon 

Staughton’s run has been recorded on the former Bingham’s property, opposite the airfield 

(PHG 2010, pp.18–20). By Staughton’s death in 1873, Exford was around 100,000 acres in 

extent. In 1870 the property was divided between the three Staughton brothers, with Stephen 

George Staughton’s property Nerowie bordering on the Parish of Parwan (PHG 2010, p. 23). 

 

The counties of Port Phillip were surveyed into Parishes in 1839, and the parishes were 

further subdivided into allotments for Crown land sale. The first government land grants in 
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the Parish of Parwan were made to military personnel. In 1841 Dr O. Pineo (R.N.) obtained 

a grant of 192 acres, Lot 25 Parish of Parwan and Francis Atkinson obtained 363 acres, Lots 

24 and 26 Parish of Parwan. Both of these men leased the land out rather than settling on it 

(Port Phillip Patriot & Melbourne Advertiser, 14 October 1841, p. 2; BME, 9 June 1883, p. 3; 

Argus, 25 June 1887, p. 13; PHG 2010, p. 20). 

 

The squatters, who controlled Victoria’s Upper House, delayed land reform as long as they 

were able, and in the meantime secured as much land under freehold as they could. A 

number of runs were 100% purchased by the squatters by 1860. They also selectively 

purchased the land adjoining the creeks and rivers, cutting off access to the water for later 

bona fide selectors under the Land Acts from 1862 (Powell 1970, pp. 74–5). The Ryans’ 

selection of Allotments G, 17 and 18 Section 9 in c1866 was cited in a contemporary report 

as an example of this problem. Although the surveyed roads in the Parwan Parish were 

supposed to allow access to the creek and river, in practice the banks were often too steep 

for this to occur (Age, 23 August 1866, p. 5). 

 

In 1841, it was announced that 19,900 acres in the Parish of Parwan would to be opened 

up for sale. The prospective purchasers, who had to announce their intention to buy before 

the sales, were described as selectors (Port Phillip Patriot & Melbourne Advertiser, 28 June 

1841, p. 2). Through the selection by purchase process, Simon Staughton gradually gained 

freehold over parts his former run, with nearly the whole estate under freehold by 1859. As 

part of this acquisition, he also encroached onto the former lease area of the Glenmore run, 

on the western side of the Parish of Parwan (PHG 2010, p. 23). Similarly, by 1859 Griffiths 

and Greene had reinforced their Glenmore estate, with extensive purchases in the south 

and east of the Parish of Parwan (DSE 2003). A few allotments were also purchased by 

smaller farmers in the 1850s land sales, such as the initial lots of Charles Cumming’s 

property Braemar (23, 24 and 24A Section 6), and the initial lots of William McDonald’s 

property (Allotments 2, 3 and 4 Section 9). 

 

The Selection era 1862–1890s 

 

Agriculture was already well established and thriving in the Settled Districts of Port Phillip, 

including the Bacchus Marsh area, in the mid and late 1850s (Powell 1970, p. 67). With the 

introduction of selection under the Land Acts from 1862, there was an opportunity to expand 

this activity. From 1862 into the 1870s, the majority of the remaining Crown land in the Parish 

of Parwan was selected. Under the Land Act 1862, selectors could take up two equal 

allotments. One allotment could be purchased directly under Section 21. The other allotment 

under Section 22 could be leased for eight years and purchased at £1 per acre minus the 

rent paid (Nelson & Alves 2009, p. 201). M. Delahey’s selection of lots 15, 29, 30 and 31 of 

Section 9 was made under Section 22, with freehold gained in 1872. Under this system, the 

homestead was typically found on the land selected under Section 21. 

 

A large proportion of the remaining land in the study area was opened up under the 

Amending Land Act 1865 (Age, 23 August 1866, p. 5). Most was selected under Sections 7 

and 12 of the Amending Land Act 1865, and freehold obtained Section 33 Land Act 1869. 

Freehold was typically gained by the mid-1870s. Examples were D. Patullo’s selection of 

Allotment K Section 9, later Patullo’s Paddock; Charles Cumming’s selection of Allotment E 

of Section 9; J. Connell’s selection of Allotments 4, 5 and 6 of Section 8; and G. Running’s 

selection of Allotment 4 Section 8. T.E. Boyd’s selection of Allotments C1 of Section 9 and 

Allotment L, 22 and 24 of Section 8 was unusually large, amounting to over 940 acres. Some 
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selectors remained living elsewhere, typically on nearby farms. In these cases, the 

properties were typically known as ‘paddocks’, such as ‘Parwan Paddock’ and ‘Patullo’s 

Paddock’.  

 

Paralleling selection under the Amending Land Act 1865 there was a system of annually 

renewable occupation licenses for lots of less than twenty acres on and near auriferous 

lands, for the purposes of residence and cultivation. Powell considered the success of 

Section 42 in placing thousands of miners, labourers and tradesmen on smallholdings as 

“the salvation” of an otherwise disastrous Act (Nelson & Alves 2009, p.253; Powell 1970, p. 

126). Section 42 was amended in 1866 to raise the maximum area to eighty acres, and in 

1868 to 160 acres at a distance of thirty miles from a goldfield. Multiple licenses were 

allowed from 1868 (Powell 1970, pp. 126-7; Nelson & Alves 2009, p. 52). Many Section 42 

licensees would purchase their lots in the early 1870s under Section 31 of the Amending 

Land Act 1869 (Nelson & Alves 2009, p. 255).  

 

There was a rush of applications for occupation licenses in the Parish of Parwan in 1868, 

with 17 notices being posted on January 18 of that year. Applicants included James and 

William Watson, and Mary Ann McDonald (BME, 18 January 1868, p. 4). The Mahoney’s 

Section 42 occupation of Allotments 3 and 4 Section 4 is typical of this aspect of the Land 

Acts, with three allotments taken up under the names of different family members (DSE 

2003). 

 

By the late 1860s the few remaining lots of Crown land at Parwan had been taken up under 

Sections 19 & 20 of the Land Act 1869. Under Sections 19 and 20 of this Act, 320 acres 

maximum could be selected. Within three years the selector had to cultivate 10% of their 

holding, completely enclosing their holding with a ring fence, and build a house that was 

permanently attached to the soil. If requirements for cultivation and residence had been 

satisfied after three years, the land could be purchased or a 7-year lease entered into 

(Nelson & Alves 2009, p.213). An example is Thomas Cain’s selection of Allotment 1E of 

Section 89, 27 acres, with freehold gained in 1881 (DSE 2003). Cain probably made this 

selection in order to increase his earlier small selections on adjacent lots. 

 

In the 1860s and early 1870s, cropping was the dominant land use on most Parwan 

properties, other than the large squatter’s estates, but by 1877 dairying and sheep-raising 

had taken over (Australasian, 6 January 1877, p. 24). Dairying prospects improved further 

with the coming of the railway in 1886. The Parwan Railway Station gave quick access to 

the metropolitan markets, as well as milk and butter processing factories in Bacchus Marsh. 

Dairying would continue on some Parwan farms into the 1990s (PHG 2010, p.16, 53). 

 

Subdivisional sales of large estates 1909–1920s  

 

The Closer Settlement Act of 1904 introduced provisions for compulsory government 

purchase of parts of large pastoral estates for reallocation in small lots to yeoman farmers. 

In reaction, owners of large pastoral estates either sold their properties or moved to pre-

empt government acquisition with their own subdivisional land sales. The trustees of C.J. 

Griffiths offered the Glenmore estate subdivisional sale of over 6000 acres in November 

1909. The land included a large area of rich river flats at Parwan, on which there were already 

four share dairy farmers (BME, 23 October 1909, p. 4). S.J. Staughton’s Nerowie estate was 

sold in 1909 and the purchasers planned a subdivisional sale in 1910. The land was 
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described as an unequalled opportunity for wheat growers, never having been used for 

crops (Horsham Times, 16 November 1909, p. 3). 

 

Farmers from the Wimmera, who had adopted land-extensive forms of agriculture, were 

attracted to these opportunities. Wimmera farmer Martha Winderlich and her sons 

purchased Allotments 17-21 Section 8 Parish of Parwan, 513 acres, in the Glenmore 

subdivisional sale. They built a house and named their property Oakvale. As these lands 

were previously occupied only for grazing, the new owners built new houses on the land. 

The Bingham’s purchased lots 1 and 2 of the Nerowie subdivision and the Sutherlands 

purchased Lots 3 and 5 (Bendigo Advertiser, 23 February 1910, p. 2; BME, 15 April 1911, 

p. 2; CT 3856/064).  

 

Paralleling these subdivisional sales, the farms of the now-aging selectors from the 1860s 

and 1870s were being passed on to their children. Often the parents accumulated a number 

of properties, to facilitate distribution to the sons. The Kerrs’ ‘Bowdens’ farm is one example. 

A number of new homesteads resulted from this process. The new homestead on the 

Cumming’s property was an example. The new generation stimulated the setting up of 

another school, at Parwan South, in 1924. 

 

1920s–present 

 

In the first half of the twentieth century Parwan was renowned for its premium barley crop 

(PHG 2010, Addendum p.1).  

 

Brown coal was found at Parwan South in 1927. An underground mine was opened there in 

1920 and worked intermittently until 1947. The Maddingley underground mine started up in 

1944. Australian Paper Mills purchased an interest in the mine to fuel its factory boilers in 

Melbourne. After World War II open cut mining became more economical, first at the 

Maddingley mine and then along Parwan Creek. With the mines lowering the water table, 

farmers upstream in the Parwan valley were compelled to sell their farms for further mining. 

The closest mining activity to the study area was the Star mine on the east side of Cummings 

road opposite Braemar. The peak of mining activity was in the 1950s, but the open cut along 

the east side of Parwan Creek is still active (PHG 2010, pp.97-103 passim).  

 

The Bacchus Marsh Airfield was set up at Parwan in 1943 as one of a number of “dispersal 

aerodromes”, alternative areas at which aircraft could be located in the event of an air attack 

on the RAAF Station Laverton. After the war the Air Force retained the airfield for a few years, 

and it was used by the Department of Civil Aviation for training. The airfield later continued 

to be used by aero clubs and for gliding (DWBRAAF 1942-49 Parts 1 & 2; PHG 2010, p.112).  
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Individual Farms 

 

The Bingham farm– 3922 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotments 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 16 Section 8 with 
features derived from 1917 & 1936 Topographic Map overlay (DSE 
2003; CSIGSWOGB 1917; ASIGSWOGB 1936) 

 
James Bingham of Allendale purchased Lot 1, 320 acres, and Lot 2, 391 acres at the 

subdivisional sale of the Nerowie Estate in 1910 (Leader, 23 February 1910, p. 38; PHG 

2010, p. 70). These lots corresponded to Allotments 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 16 Section 8 Parish of 

Parwan. James Bingham was born in Ballarat and spent 35 years working at the Ballarat 

Mining Exchange. He started farming at Parwan in 1914 (Age, 28 October 1914, p. 15). 

Melton Express, 1 June 1935, p. 2). A house (ca1935 on Figure 2) is shown in Figure 2 which 

corresponds to the existing dwelling (ca1914 on Figure 2) just to the south of the northern 

boundary of Allotment 16, between the road and the swamp. In 1916 he advertised for 

clearing 100 acres of the property of trees and stumps (BME, 4 March 1916, p. 2).  
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James Bingham & Sons also purchased 320 acres at Parwan from the estate of Charles 

Cumming in 1921 (Melton Express, 12 March 1921, p. 2). This was Patullo’s Paddock 

(Allotment K Section 9). James’ wife Flora died in 1934 (Melton Express, 9 June 1934, p. 2). 

 

James Bingham died in 1935 (Argus, 25 May 1935, p. 13). In 1935 there was a gathering at 

the newly built home of Mr James Bingham Junior and Mrs Bingham (Melton Express, 28 

September 1935, p. 1). This may relate to brothers George and James Junior working 

adjoining blocks of the farm at Parwan for a while after their father’s death, with a 

consequent requirement for a new house. The swamp formed the boundary between their 

blocks. A house is shown in Figure 2 on the northeast corner of Patullo’s and may be the 

extant house in that position (PHG 2010, p. 84). 

 

A distinctive carved corner fence post from Simon Staughton’s run has been recorded on 

the corner of the former Bingham’s property, opposite the airfield (PHG 2010, p. 19). This 

motif is described as the “Staughton orb” in the VHR citation for Exford Homestead. The orb 

motif was used on bluestone finials on a bluestone outbuilding at Exford and on some formal 

gates and fencing near the Exford homestead. The wider run was said to be marked out at 

Quarter-mile intervals with cruder posts featuring the carved orb (VHD 2020). 

 

The Cummings – ‘Braemar’ 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotments 23, 24 and 24A Section 9, later 
Allotment K of Section 9 with features derived from 1917 Topographic 
Map overlay (DSE 2003; CSIGSWOGB 1917) 
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Charles Cumming Senior purchased Allotments 23, 24 and 24A Section 9 Parish of Parwan, 

146 acres, from the Crown in 1859. This became Cumming’s homestead property and was 

named ‘Braemar’ after his hometown in Scotland (Figure 3). Charles selected Allotment E 

of Section 9 Agricultural Area of Parwan, Parish of Parwan, 323 acres, under Section 33 of 

the Land Act 1869 (See VPRS 629/P0 Unit 21 File 4107 and Unit 40 File 7968) and obtained 

freehold in 1872 (DSE 2003). This became known as ‘The Selected Property’ or ‘The 

Selection’ (See separate section below).  

 

By 1877 Cumming’s property amounted to 500 acres. Previously 70 acres had been 

cropped, though grazing now dominated with only 20 acres under cultivation.  

 

Charles also acquired the freehold land Allotment K of Section 9 Agricultural Area of Parwan, 

Parish of Parwan containing 320 acres, in c. 1885. This property was known as ‘Patullos’ 

after D. Patullo who selected the allotment before 1872 and gained freehold in 1874. 

Cumming immediately let the land out (BME, 28 February 1885, p. 2) Patullo’s was for sale 

again in 1892 (Age, 31 May 1892, p. 2). [See Bingham farm below for later developments].  

 

Finally, Charles acquired Allotment 20 Section 9 and Allotments 58, 59, 65 and 66 No 

Section Parish of Parwan, known as ‘Hider’s’ and totalling 85 acres, in 1885 (not in study 

area). 

 

When Charles died in 1897 there was a five-bedroom weatherboard house along with stone 

dairy, stable and cowsheds on the “homestead property” ‘Braemar’, Allotments 23, 24 and 

24A, (Charles Cumming probate papers 1897). 

 

Charles’ son Athol took over Braemar (PHG p.43). The “homestead” 140 acres (Allotments 

23, 24 and 24A Section 9) was sold to the Riddell Brothers in 1914 (BME, 7 March 1914, p. 

3). The 1917 and 1936 topographic overlays do not show a house on the “homestead” 

property, though the possible house location is shown in Figure 3 (CSIGSWOGB 1917; 

ASIGSWOGB 1936). However, a photo of Braemar homestead in the local history 

corresponds exactly to the house on the southeast corner of Allotment 23. This homestead 

is described as “probably not the first dwelling”, with a stone core and brick extensions 

(PHG 2010, p. 42). 
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The Cummings – ‘The Selection’ 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotment E of Section 9 with features derived 
from 1917 Topographic Map overlay (DSE 2003; CSIGSWOGB 1917) 

 

When Charles Cumming died in 1897 there were no improvements other than fencing 

(Charles Cumming probate papers 1897). His son William Harold Gordon (Gordon) 

Cumming (known as Gordon) took over ‘The Selection’, Allotment E of Section 9, 323 acres, 

after his father’s death in 1897. It appears that the property was renamed ‘Parwan’. A house 

was relocated from Fitzroy to the property in 1910. The 1917 topographic overlay in Figure 

4 shows a residence on the northwest corner of the property (CSIGSWOGB 1917). Later 

“another house was added in front” – this may have meant that the new house incorporated 

the 1910 house. It is also asserted in the local history that later again a house was built on 

the southeast corner of the land. This is not visible on the 1936 topographic overlay, and 

this area was subsumed by the airfield runways in 1943 (CSIGSWOGB 1917; ASIGSWOGB 

1936; PHG 2010, p. 43). Gordon died in 1951.  
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The Watsons – ‘The Glen’ 

 

 

 

Figure 5 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotments F1 and F2 and 38A and 38B of Section 
9 with features derived from 1917 Topographic Map overlay (DSE 
2003; CSIGSWOGB 1917) 

 
Robert Watson, who rented a property at Ballarat, and his eldest son James, selected 

Allotments F1 and F2 Parish of Parwan in c. 1865 (Figure 5). When a reporter visited in 1866 

two fine teams of horses were ploughing the 30 cleared acres for wheat (Age, 23 August 

1866, p. 5; PHG 2010, p. 44). The Parish Plan does not indicate the nature of these 

selections. James Watson gained freehold to Allotment F1 in 1869 and Robert Watson 

gained freehold to Allotment F2 to the south the same year.  
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When a 170-acre farm “previously occupied by Robert Watson” was offered for rent or sale 

in 1870 there was 70 acres cleared and a “first class” house of six rooms on the land (BME, 

18 June 1870, p. 2). When the property known as “Robert Watson’s farm” (presumably 

Allotment F2) was offered for sale in 1873 there was a five-roomed weatherboard house with 

70 acres of cleared land (BME, 8 March 1873, p. 2). It appears that the house on Allotment 

F2 in 1873 was no longer extant by 1917. The 1917 topographic overlay in Figure 5 shows 

only one homestead on the northwest corner of Allotment F1 (CSIGSWOGB 1917). Robert 

Watson selected land at Maryvale and Hazelwood in 1875 (Gippsland Times, 29 June 1875, 

p. 3). He died in Maryvale Gippsland in 1894 and his wife Margaret died there in 1895 (BME, 

24 March 1894, p. 2; 23 March 1895, p. 2). 

 

James Watson’s farm was described in a newspaper article in 1877. One lot of 83 acres 

(Woodside, where Parwan Creek and the railway crossed) had been occupied by Watson 

for 10 years, and he had another lot of 170 acres in the area (presumably Allotment F1). 

While previously having up to 100 acres in cultivation, Watson now only cropped 30, mainly 

with barley and also with lucerne. The main activity was now dairying, with 50 head of cattle 

(Australasian, 6 January 1877, p. 24). James moved to ‘Woodside’ (Allotments 44 and 45 

and part of Portion 26: total of 90 acres), in 1887. About the same time, he became a 

Bacchus Marsh councillor. He worked the various farms with his sons Charles and James 

Junior (PHG 2010, pp.45-46). 

 

James Watson purchased 44 acres (part of Allotment 38A and 38B in 1906) (BME, 12 

January 1907, p. 3). James must also have acquired Allotment F2 and the rest of Allotments 

38A and 38B before 1917, as when he died in that year, he owned them and F1 (430 acres 

in total with a brick homestead of four rooms). (DSE 2003; James Watson probate papers 

1917). Son Charles inherited Woodside and James Junior, who had already been working 

The Glen, inherited that property. The house at the northwest corner of Allotment F1 may 

have been built while James Junior was working this farm in the years prior to his father’s 

death. His wife Mary had a son at The Glen in 1912 (BME, 13 July 1921, p. 2). James Junior 

died in 1932. He was occupying The Glen, (Allotments F1 and F2), when he died, so 

presumably he was living in a house on this land. The land was sold to Messrs J.H. and 

C.C. Watson (James Watson probate papers 1932; Melton Express, 24 September 1932, p. 

2; 25 February 1933, p. 2; 11 March 1933, p. 3). 
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The Winderlich family – ‘Oak Vale’ 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Parwan Parish Plan: 17-21 Section 8 Allotments with features derived 
from 1917 Topographic Map overlay (DSE 2003; CSIGSWOGB 1917) 

 

Karl Winderlich of Dooen sold up his farm at Green Lake, Dooen in 1909 and died the same 

year. His widow Martha, with four of her sons, purchased Allotments 17-21 Section 8 Parish 

of Parwan, 513 acres in the Glenmore subdivisional sale (PHG 2010, Addendum p. 2). They 

named their property ‘Oak Vale’. Eldest daughter Louisa Agnes married Frederick Nuske of 

Horsham in 1911 (BME, 20 May 1911, p. 2). In 1911 the Wunderlich’s purchased the draught 

stallion Benmore’s Pride. The champion stallion from the Wimmera stood at Oak Vale (BME, 

26 August 1911, p. 4). Martha and sons also leased the property ‘Hope Vale’ on Racecourse 

Road Bacchus Marsh (BME, 20 January 1912, p. 2). 

 

Martha drowned in a waterhole near the house in 1915. Her probate papers show a house 

had been built on the land (Argus, 19 October 1915, p. 6) (Figure 6). Son Paul continued on 

the Parwan farm until the mid-1950s. By the time he died in 1946 the farm had already been 

leased to Mr C. Buckler, who had the house renovated. The farm was auctioned in 1951 

(The Express (Melton), 8 June 1946, p. 5; 22 June 1946, p. 1; 8 September 1951, p. 4). 
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The Mahoney family – ‘Hut in Ruins’ 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotments 3A, 3B and 4B of Section 4 with 
features   derived from 1917 Topographic Map overlay (DSE 2003; 
CSIGSWOGB 1917) 
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By 1866 the Mahoney family had selected Allotments 3A, 3B and 4B of Section 4 Parish of 

Parwan as occupation licenses under Section 42 of the Land Act 1865 (Age, 23 August 

1866, p. 5). It was common for a number of family members to take up occupation licenses 

in order to make up a farm large enough to be viable. The family obtained freehold under 

Section 31 of the Land Act 1869 successively for each lot from 1873 to 1876 (DSE 2003). 

The occupation license required that the owner had resided on one of the lots before 

acquiring freehold, suggesting a house was built (Figure 7). By 1866 Mahoney had his 

property fenced in and sheep-proof and was grazing on it (Age, 23 August 1866, p. 5). In 

1870 Mr Mahoney’s dwelling-house at Parwan was a polling place for the Wyndham Shire 

North Riding (BME, 4 June 1870, p. 2). The Mahoney’s sold fat lambs at the Melbourne 

livestock markets in 1872 (Argus, 25 October 1872, p. 2).  

 

The Mahoney’s named their selection ‘Hut in Ruins’. Cornelius and his wife sold their Parwan 

land in c. 1875 to run the Camp Hotel in Wyndham (BME, 15 July 1882, p. 3). The purchasers 

may have been Messrs Griffith & Green. In 1875 they offered for sale Allotment 4 Section 4 

Parish of Parwan, 80 acres: a “really choice little farm … laid down with rye grass” (BME, 17 

April 1875, p. 2). In 1889 and 1908 Allotment 3 was described: “the swamp paddock” part 

of Mr Green’s Greystones estate. In 1908 it was described as having been under cultivation 

many years ago (BME, 30 November 1889, p. 2; 21 November 1908, p. 2).  

 

The 1917 and 1936 topographic overlays in Figure 7 show a house on Allotment 4B 

(CSIGSWOGB 1917; ASIGSWOGB 1936). By 1942 the three lots were being let out as part 

of the estate of the late H.H. Kerr (Argus, 11 April 1942, p. 7). 

 

The Egans 

 

J. Egan selected 66 acres Allotment 14 Section 9, and was residing on it with his family by 

1866, by which time he had 23 acres under wheat (Figure 8). He obtained freehold in 1870 

(Age, 23 August 1866, p. 5; DSE 2003). In January 1867 the Bacchus Marsh and Maddingley 

District Road Board reduced James Egan’s property valuation from £65 to £13 (BME, 12 

January 1867, p. 3). In 1868 he was assessed £48 for 337 acres of Staughton land, which 

he must have been renting or purchased (BME, 14 November 1868, p. 3). At the same time, 

he was advertising to take in cattle and horses on 640 acres of grazing paddock “adjoining 

Staughton’s white gate” and with Werribee River frontage (BME, 21 November 1868, p. 4). 

It was reported that James Egan forfeited a 66-acre allotment in March 1869 (BME, 27 March 

1869, p. 2). 
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Figure 8 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotment 14 Section 9 with features derived from 
1936 Topographic Map overlay (DSE 2003; ASIGSWOGB 1936) 

 

The Alexanders ‘Alexander’s Farm’ 

 

Allotments H1 and H2 Section 9 

 

W. Alexander selected Allotment H1 of Section 9 and Peter Alexander selected Allotment 

H2, both of 164 acres (DSE 2003). Peter obtained freehold under Section 33 of the Land Act 

1865 (VPRS 629/P0 Unit 2 not viewed). By 1866 the Alexanders’ selection was fenced, but 

no house was indicated (Age, 23 August 1866, p. 5). 

 

‘Alexanders Farm’, now owned by Stephen Staughton and occupied by Mr D. Green, was 

offered for sale in 1876. The 164 acre farm was cleared, and included a comfortable dwelling 

and yards. It was described as Lot 4 – the origin of this description is unknown (Argus, 3 

July 1872, p. 8). 
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Delaney & Hennesey, then T.E. Boyd, then John Cooper, then John Fleming Kerr – 

‘Bowdens’ 

 

 

 

Figure 9 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotments C1 & L of Section 9, allotments 1A, 22 
& 24 of Section 8 with features derived from 1917 Topographic Map 
overlay (DSE 2003; CSIGSWOGB 1917) 

 
Delaney & Hennessy selected 940 acres in 1866, fenced and with a residence (Age, 23 

August 1866, p. 5). 953 acres along Parwan Creek were offered for sale in 1871. There were 

two cottages containing five rooms, stable, and other buildings (Argus, 23 October 1871, p. 

8). An 1872 sale advertisement specified brick cottages (Argus, 18 May 1872, p. 8). T. Boyd 
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obtained freehold under section 33 of the Land Act 1865 in 1873 (DSE 2003). It was sold 

soon after to John Cooper, whose home property was closer to Melbourne, at Mt Prospect, 

Bundoora. In May 1873 John Cooper tendered for 1000 posts and rails for the Parwan 

property (BME, 10 May 1873, p. 2). In September 1873 there was a clearing sale of cattle 

on John Cooper’s property, formerly T.E. Boyd’s, to make way for sheep (BME, 20 

September 1873, p. 2). 

 

John Cooper offered the property for sale in 1875. The description of the property in the 

advertisement was based on allotment numbers which appear on an 1864 version of the 

Parish Plan. A men’s cottage, stable and yards were erected on Allotment 49, which 

corresponds to the western one-third of Allotment C1 on the later parish plans. A substantial 

four-roomed brick cottage with verandah was erected on Allotment 50, corresponding to 

the middle third of Allotment C1 on the later parish plans (BME, 29 May 1875, p. 2; DSE 

2003) (Figure 9). By 1876 the property was owned by William Henry Bowden (BME, 2 

September 1876, p. 2). He offered the land to let in 1877 (BME, 21 April 1877, p. 2). 

 

Bowden offered the property for sale in February 1877 (BME, 17 February 1877, p. 2). Robert 

Kerr and sons purchased the land by June 1877 (BME, 23 June 1877, p. 3). The property 

became one of several in Parwan and Rowsley owned by Kerr and sons. The parents’ 

homestead was St Monans, across Parwan Creek to the north, now surrounded by coal 

mines. Henry Fleming Kerr farmed Bowden’s (PHG 2010, p. 41). He gained ownership of 

this land in 1900. The 1917 and 1936 topographic overlays in Figure 9 show two houses on 

Allotment C1. The northern one, on the bank of Parwan Creek, is in the vicinity of the current 

homestead and outbuildings. Henry died in 1934. John James McPherson, grazier of 

Bacchus Marsh gained ownership in 1943, and Oscar and Ellen Jensz became the owners 

in 1950. (CSIGSWOGB 1917; ASIGSWOGB 1936; CT 2779/652).  
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Sutherland family – ‘The Basin’ 
 

 

 

Figure 10 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotments 10-13 Section 8 with features derived 
from 1917 Topographic Map (DSE 2003; CSIGSWOGB 1917) 

 

This land was packaged as Lots 3 and 5 of the Nerowie subdivisional sale (PHG 2010, p. 

70). George Sutherland of Wycheproof purchased lots 3 and 5 of the Nerowie estate in1911, 

and became the owner in 1914 (BME, 15 April 1911, p. 2; CT 3856/064). George and Mabel 

built a brick home named ‘Montrose’ and three children were born from 1913 (PHG 2010, 

p. 76). The 1917 topographic overlay in Figure 10 indicates the house was built before 1914 

(CSIGSWOGB 1917).The house is said to be similar to several other local houses of the 

period, including the Ross home ‘Lindavale’, ‘Monovale’ before the Jensz family took over, 

possibly the Kerr home ‘St Monans’, and possibly ‘Westwood’ (PHG 2010, p. 77). Mabel 

died in 1923 (BME, 2 June 1923, p. 2). George died in 1950 and the probate went to his 

Ennis Sutherland, farmer of Parwan. The property became the property of Vican Pty Ltd in 

1984 (CT 3856/064; CT 9482/410). 
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The Sutherlands made an acre of land on the south-east corner of the property available for 

the Parwan South School in 1923 [see separate section for Parwan South School below] 

(PHG 2010, p. 76; CT 3856/064). In 1932 George Sutherland made some of his land 

adjoining the school block available for a new public tennis court. (Melton Express, 14 May 

1932, p. 2; 11 August 1934, p. 3). 

 

By the mid-1930s George Sutherland was recognised as one of the most successful farmers 

of the district, due to his “thorough and up-to-date methods”. He became a Councillor for 

the South Riding of the Shire in 1934 (Melton Express, 11 August 1934, p. 3; 25 August 

1934, p. 2). George retired to East Malvern in 1950 and died soon after (Express (Melton), 

18 November 1950, p. 1). 

 

A green-painted Nissen hut is located just to the north of the house ‘Montrose’. It probably 

served as a garage. This is a 16ft diameter model, 36ft long. Nissen huts were never used 

in Australia during World War II but became available here in the late 1940s. They were 

imported as both military surplus and new from Britain and came primarily in 16ft and 24ft 

diameters. The Commonwealth government also purchased Nissens extensively from 

Britain as housing for migrant camps, and as the camps were decommissioned, second-

hand Nissens also became available from this source. There are a large number of these 

buildings in Victoria, with at least 80 16ft Nissens and 60 24ft Nissens recorded on one 

database (Peter Mills pers. comm. 2020). 

 

 

 

Photo 1 The Sutherland Residence ‘Montrose’ (PHG 2010, p.77). 
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The Ryans – the Parwan Paddock 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Parwan Parish Plan: Allotments G, 17 & 18 Section 9 with features 
derived from 1917 Topographic Map overlay (DSE 2003; CSIGSWOGB 
1917) 

 

By 1866 Jeremiah Ryan was farming 459 acres in Parwan, probably Allotments G, 17 and 

of 18 Section 9. The 71-acre Allotment 18 had been taken up under an occupation license 

under Section 42 of the Amending Land Act 1865 in 1866 (BME, 27 October 1866, p. 2). 

Jeremiah Ryan’s leasehold, Allotments 17, 18 and G Section 9, 529 acres were put to public 

auction in 1869 (Argus, 12 May 1869, p. 3). 

 

By 1866 fifty acres of the property was considered to be good agricultural land, and the rest 

was moderately timbered. Fifty acres was ploughed, but more ploughed land was under 

fallow and more again was being cleared of timber. Four miles of four-railed sheep-proof 

fence had been erected. Mr Ryan had his own homestead on his property at Bacchus 

March, but his sons lived in a substantial house on the family’s Parwan land. They described 

this land as the Parwan paddock (Age, 23 August 1866, p. 5). The Shire valuation in 1880 
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shows Jeremiah’s 529 acres, along with another 1664½ acres in Parwan. This was probably 

Allotment H1 (See section on Alexanders below) (BME, 25 September 1880, p. 2).  

 

Henry Miller purchased Jeremiah Ryan’s land, of which half was in Parwan and the 

remainder on the north side of the Werribee River, in 1881 (BME, 21 March 1881, p.  2). A 

house is shown on the 1917 and 1936 topographic overlays in Figure 11 in the southeast 

corner of Allotment G (CSIGSWOGB 1917; ASIGSWOGB 1936). Ruins remain in this 

position. 

 

Parwan South State School SS4175 (Southeast corner of Allotment 10 Section 8) 

 

 

 

Photo 2 Parwan South State School SS4175 (PHG 2010, p.128). 
 

A campaign for a school at Parwan South began in 1922, as the population had been 

increased by subdivisional sales and Closer Settlement in the area. Fund raising events 

were held, including euchre parties and dances. The local Member of Parliament H.R. 

Robertson lobbied for the school land and Mabel (May) Sutherland arranged an interview 

with the Director of Education. It was agreed that the community would provide the building 

and a suitable number of pupils and the Education Board would supply a teacher and lease 

the building (PHG 2010, p. 81; Melton Express, 11 August 1923, p. 3; 31 May 1924, p. 2). 

The Sutherlands made an acre of land on the south-east corner of the property available for 

the Parwan South School in 1923 [see separate section below]. The trustees were George 

Sutherland, James Josiah Hepburn and Paul Edwin Wunderlich (PHG 2010, pp. 76, 81; CT 

3856/064).  

 

Each family was to provide £25 for the building, and the school and shelter shed were 

constructed by J.C. Bennets. A tree planting day took place in 1924, with 50 trees planted 

for shelter around the edge of the block, and as a memorial to May Sutherland, who had 

died the year before (PHG 2010, pp. 81-82; Melton Express, 12 July 1924, p. 3). Parwan 

South SS4175 opened in September 1923. The school was also used as a hall, for events 
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such as dances and engagement celebrations (Melton Express, 16 May 1925, p. 2; 9 March 

1929, p. 3). 

 

The school was worked part time with SS804 Mt Cotterell from November 1927 and reverted 

to full time in 1929. Attendance was 23 in 1934. On Arbour Day in 1934, 50 trees, including 

Sugar Gums and “lucerne” (Tree Lucerne or Tagasaste), were planted in the grounds. The 

school was closed in 1949 (Melton Express, 30 June 1934, p. 2; Blake 1973, p. 137). The 

Parwan South School Hall remained in use for various community purposes. These included 

a meeting place for the Rural Fire Brigade and use as a polling booth, which continued into 

the 1950s (Express (Melton), 13 October 1951, p. 5; Age, 27 May 1954, p. 19). 

 

Bacchus Marsh Airfield 

 

The Bacchus Marsh airfield was set up at Parwan in 1943 as one of a number of “dispersal 

aerodromes”, alternative areas at which aircraft could be located in the event of an air attack 

on the RAAF Station Laverton. Land was occupied under the provisions of the National 

Security General Regulations. The airfield was located on the properties of W.H.G. 

Cumming, Mr Kerr and J. McPherson. Dispersal aerodromes were usually unoccupied, with 

a caretaker appointed. In 1945 the caretaker at the Parwan aerodrome was John James 

McPherson. The gravel runways were fenced off to allow ongoing use of the rest of the 

farmland. A windsock was the only other infrastructure (DWBRAAF 1942-49). 

 

After the war the Air Force retained the airfield and the Department of Civil Aviation occupied 

it on a permissive basis, using it for training and as an alternative to Mangalore when 

Essendon was fogbound. Bitumen paving was laid at the ends of the runways in 1949. The 

airfield later continued in use for aero clubs and for gliding (DWBRAAF 1942-49; Express 

(Melton), 10 December 1949, p. 1; PHG 2010, p. 112).  

 

George Running 

 

Lots 1 & 2 Section 4 

 

George Running acquired freehold title to Lots 1 & 2 of Section 4 Parish of Parwan in 1871 

under Section 33 of the Land Act 1869 (DSE 2003). In 1874 he invited tenders to clear and 

stack dead wood on the property (BME, 10 October 1874, p. 2). When Running offered the 

property for sale in 1876 it included a small cottage and stock yards (BME, 15 January 1876, 

p. 2). There is no house shown on this allotment on the 1917 topographic maps 

(CSIGSWOGB 1917). 

 

M. Delahey 

 

Allotment 29, 30, 31 and 15 Section 9, 

 

M. Delahey selected Allotment 29, 30, 31 and 15 Section 9, 289 acres, freehold obtained in 

1872, under the 22
nd

 section of the Land Act 1862 (DSE 2003). By 1866 Mr Dullahsi [sic] 

had fifty acres under cultivation. As the ground was stony, he erected stone fences (Age, 23 

August 1866, p. 5; Australasian, 6 January 1877, p. 24). 
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J. Connell 

 

Allotments 4, 5 and 6 of Section 8 

 

J. Connell Selected Allotments 4, 5 and 6 of Section 8, 301 acres, obtaining freehold in 1874 

under Section 33 of the Land Act 1869 (DSE 2003). Connell had purchased land to the north 

on the other side of Parwan Creek in the 1850s, where his house was located (Age, 23 

August 1866, p. 5). A house is shown on the 1917 and 1936 topographic maps, a little to 

the west of Jensz Road, accompanied by avenue plantings in 1936, but no traces remain in 

the current aerial photographs (CSIGSWOGB 1917; ASIGSWOGB 1936). 

 

McLennan 

 

Allotments 19, 22 and 38 of Section 9 

 

McLennan took out a Section 42 occupation license on Allotment 19 Section 9 and Allotment 

38B Section 9 on the southern side of the Cumming farm Braemar and obtained freehold in 

1871 and 1872. He also purchased Allotment 22 Section 9 and selected Allotment 38B 

Section 9 (DSE 2003).  

 

In 1872 the mortgagees of the McLennan farm offered it for sale. It consisted of Allotments 

19, 22 and 38 of Section 9, 141 acres. Lots 19 and 22, with dwelling and improvements, 

which were offered in one lot. Lot 38, with rich soil, was offered separately (BME, 2 

November 1872, p. 2). The dwelling on Allotments 19 or 22 is not shown on the 1917 

topographic map (CSIGSWOGB 1917). 

 

Some bluestone quarrying was undertaken by Steve Whelan on Allotment 19, just south of 

the School. Stone from the quarry was used on St Bernard’s Church in Bacchus Marsh 

(Melton Express, 15 December 1934, p. 1). 

 

Parwan State School SS916 

 

NE corner Allotment 19 Section 9 

 

A meeting was held in Parwan 1866 to establish a Common School, and a site was secure 

on the northeast corner of McLellan’s Allotment 19 Section 9. The school started in a vacant 

house in 1867 and then in a converted smithy. A grant for teaching and building enabled 

the opening of the school in 1867. The building was in brick with a residence under the same 

roof. The school closed in 1930 (Blake 1973, p. 50). Some sugar gums remain on the site 

which may have been school plantings (BME, 10 September 1904, p. 3). 

 

Areas identified within the historic report with known or identified locations are displayed on 

Map 4.   
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2.2 Archaeological Background 

2.2.1 Previous Archaeological and Heritage Studies 

 

A search of Heritage Victoria Registers shows parts of the activity area have been subject 

to one previous historic archaeological cultural heritage assessment and one regional 

historic heritage study (Marshall 2002; Peterson & Catrice 1995).  

 

Within the Bacchus Marsh region (including Parwan) there have been a number of historic 

archaeological investigations and a small number of historic archaeological sites recorded. 

None of these previous investigations noted any places within the current activity area. 

 

The following summaries of previous relevant reports are presented to characterise the 

historic archaeological resources in the Bacchus Marsh region. 

 

Relevant Historic Assessments within the Activity Area 

 

Marshall (2002) conducted an archaeological desktop investigation and ground surface 

survey for a proposed extension to the Australian Motorsport Race Centre. The centre is 

located on the northeast corner of Parwan South Road and Nerowie Road, Parwan, and is 

within the southeastern corner of the PEP activity area. The survey was predominantly 

focussed on Aboriginal cultural heritage, though the survey also included historic 

archaeological investigation. The desktop investigation identified the survey area was used 

as a farm before used for motorsport, and contained a ‘small brick homestead’, dating to 

circa 1910, located in the south west of the PEP activity area (south west of the motorsport 

survey area). This was determined as the only significant historic site or structure within the 

survey area.  

 

It was noted that the construction of facilities within the motorsport centre had major ground 

disturbance, with the racing track and western side of the dam being of particular 

disturbance. Survey conditions were hindered by long grass and weed cover, and focus 

was on former and current access tracks for ground surface sampling. 

 

Relevant Previous Historic Assessments 

 

Howes et al. (2008) conducted an archaeological survey for Aboriginal and historic sites 

within a proposed 5km section of the Western Freeway between Bulmans Road and 

Bacchus Marsh Road. The survey area is north of the Parwan Station Precinct activity area 

and Sections are within 2km.  One new historic site, Djerriwarrh sandstone drain  (HV no. 

H7822-0979), was identified during the survey. The site is part of a sandstone drain and 

consists of sandstone bricks and a capping stone. Based on the stonemasonry and mortar 

type it likely dates to the 1850s, and is possibly part of an original road to Bacchus Marsh. 

This assessment has led Howes et al. (2008) to determine that it has high state significance.  

 

Vines (1994) conducted a preliminary Aboriginal and historic archaeological survey for a 

proposed section of the Western Freeway between Melton and Bacchus Marsh. Numerous 

historic structures and archaeological sites were identified during the survey. This area is 

approximately 5 km north of the activity area. The historic structures included Djerriwarrh 

Creek Bridge (H1658), Leahy’s Inn (H0907) and Symington’s House (HO147). The 

archaeological historic sites included Old Coach Road and Wayside Inn (H7822-0189), 
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Kyle’s Homestead (H7822-0190), Symington’s Brewery (HO147), Union Flour Mill, Leahy’s 

Inn (H0907) and Cemetery Chapel. The Djerriwarrh Creek Bridge is of State significance and 

is a single arched sandstone bridge that demonstrates early civil engineering. Leahy’s Inn 

is a complex of brick buildings that are part of a homestead, which include a stable and 

main house. Symington’s House is a small white house (residence of W. Symington). Parts 

of the house date to the 1850s and contain rough sawn timber cladding. It is recognised as 

being of local significance for association with early local families and industry. Old Coach 

Road and Wayside Inn is the remains of an old wagon track, and stone and brick footings 

for an old inn. Early glass, ceramics and handmade bricks were identified around the site. 

Kyle’s Homestead is the remains of a homestead with two stages of development. There 

was a mid-nineteenth century homestead and a later mid-twentieth century milking and dairy 

shed. Glass, ceramics and building materials were found in the sites vicinity. Symington’s 

Brewery is the ruins of an old brewery site that include walls of a malt house and two 

chimneys. The Union Flour Mill site consists of stone and brick foundations, roofing slate, 

iron sheets and some timber. There was a large amount of domestic refuse that included 

glass and ceramic material. Leahy’s Inn, identified above, was noted by Vines (1994) to 

have subfloor archaeological potential. The Cemetery Chapel, located at the Hopetoun 

Cemetery, is the stone footing remains of a chapel. 

 

Extant Heritage Assessments 

 

Peterson and Catrice (1995) were commissioned by the Shire of Bacchus Marsh to 

undertake a heritage study of the Bacchus Marsh region. This included the Parwan township 

and identified several places and land uses relevant to the PEP activity area. The following 

details summarise the relevant information. 

 

Homestead 

 

In 1875-76 Greystones Homestead (HO265) (Table 2, Map 3) was established by pastoralist 

Molesworth Greene. The building was designed by architect Lloyd Taylor and Frederick 

Wyatt. It is listed as a state significant building and abuts the activity area in the southeast 

corner.  

 

Brown Coal 

 

Coal mining developed in Parwan in the mid-twentieth century, with the Bacchus Marsh 

Brown Coal Company extracting 13,208 tonnes of coal in 16 years. This mine was sealed in 

1945, as the coal caught on fire and was unable to be extinguished, subsequently, requiring 

the mine to be sealed.   

 

Maddingley Brown Coal (H7822-0067) (Table 2, Map 3) company developed a mine at 

Parwan in 1948. This site abuts the activity area. Other companies were establishing mines 

at this time, which led to the land use being altered in the Parwan region. Farmers were 

being pressured by Bacchus Marsh townspeople and miners to sell their farms to the mining 

industry. The acquisition and mining development altered the landscape by changing the  

water table levels affecting water supply. These conditions made it harder for farmers to 

continue agricultural enterprises. 
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Townships 

 

Subdivision has occurred from early on in Parwan’s development, with a mosaic of 

cultivated paddocks associated with different land holders. A railway line that ran through 

Parwan was completed in 1887, and a station platform with associated outbuildings was 

completed soon after. These additions increased agricultural productivity. In 1948 a new 

station was erected at the site, and by 1984 the station was no longer used (Waugh 2005).  

 

The township of Parwan was based around community, rather than an economic centre, 

and was used more for social and religious purposes. In 1868 a school was developed, and 

by 1923 the Parwan South state school was constructed and opened. The Thelma Ross 

Memorial Church, and associated halls were also established within this period. This 

included the Parwan Mechanics Institute.  

 

Conclusion from Relevant Heritage Studies 

 

The review of historic heritage reports and assessments carried out within the activity area 

and in the Bacchus Marsh region indicate that potential site types will relate to early pastoral 

runs, homesteads and farm complexes, early commercial enterprises such as coal mining 

and breweries, community meeting places and early outstation huts. These date from 1840 

to mid-twentieth century. Known historic features include houses and associated structures, 

breweries and mills, mining sites, and community spaces. It has also been established that 

glass and ceramic artefacts are the most likely historic material to be identified during 

surveys.  

 
Five sites within or adjacent to the activity area have been identified from heritage studies, 

including: 

 

Table 2 Sites within the Activity Area with Previous Heritage Assessments 
(Map 3) 

 

Site Name and Location Description 

Greystones Homestead 

(H0265) 

adjacent to the activity in the 

southwest corner 

Greystones homestead has historical associations with the 

development of Victoria’s 19
th

 century pastoral runs. It has 

historic and architectural significance for Victoria for the 

following criteria: 

Criterion A: Importance to the course, or pattern, of Victoria’s 

cultural history. 

Criterion D: Importance in demonstrating the principal 

characteristics of a class of cultural places and objects. 

Criterion H: Special association with the life or works of a person, 

or group of persons, of importance in Victoria’s history. 

Maddingley No.2 Coal Mine 

(H7822-0067)  

adjacent to the activity area 

to the west 

It has historical associations with Victoria’s Historic Theme 

Building Victoria’s industries and workforce for being an 

example of development of industry, particularly mining in 

Victoria. 

Thelma Ross Memorial 

Church 

adjacent to the activity area 

in the south 

It has historical associations with Victoria’s Historic Theme 

Building community life 
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Table 3 Site Adjacent to the Activity Area with Previous Heritage Assessment 
(Map 3) 

  

Site Name Description 

Former Parwan South 

State School and Parwan 

Mechanics Institute 

(HO196) 

It has historical associations with Victoria’s Historic Theme 

building community life for being an example of forming a 

community organisation and educating people.  
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2.3 Heritage Registers 
 

The following heritage databases were searched for places relating to the study area (accessed 13.11.2019): the Victorian Heritage Registry 

(VHR) and Victorian Heritage Inventory (VHI); the Australian Heritage Database (AHD) which includes places on the World Heritage List, the 

National Heritage List, the Commonwealth Heritage List; the planning schemes for Moorabool Shire City; and the National Trust of Victoria 

Register. One registered historic heritage place has been identified within the activity area (Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 

4175 & Mechanics Institute) (Map 3). The following tables show places relevant to the activity area. 

 

Table 4  Heritage Overlay Sites located within the Activity Area (Map 3) 
 

Place Name 
Heritage 

Overlay ID 
Location to Activity Area Place Type / Contents Significance 

Former Parwan 

South (Nerowie) 

State School No 

4175 & Mechanics 

Institute 

HO196 Within the activity area 

Former State School & Mechanics 

Institute, Northeast corner of 

Parwan South and Nerowie Roads 

Local 

 

Table 5 Heritage Overlays Adjacent or Abutting the Activity Area (Map 3) 
 

Place Name 
Heritage 

Overlay ID 
Location to Activity Area Place Type / Contents Significance 

 

Former Thelma Ross 

Memorial Church 

 

HO197 Approximately 40m Church, 70 Nerowie Road Local 

Balance Greystones HO205 
Approximately 47m south west of 

the activity area. 
565 Glenmore Road State 
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Table 6  Heritage Overlay Sites located within 2.6 km of the Activity Area (Map 3) 

Place Name 
Heritage 

Overlay ID 
Location Place Type / Contents Significance 

Greystone 

Homestead and 

Outbuildings 

HO1 565 Glenmore Road, Parwan. Greystone Homestead and Outbuildings. State 

Dwelling ‘Banool’ HO98 51 Main St, Bacchus Marsh. Dwelling. Local 

Hotel (Flanagans 

Border Inn) 
HO107 139 Main St, Bacchus Marsh. Hotel. State, local 

Former Market 

Pavillion Building 
HO177 144 Woolpack Road, Maddingley. Former Market Pavillion Building. 

Local 

 

Dwelling HO194 75 Browns Lane, Parwan. Dwelling. Local 

‘Nerowie’ 

Outbuildings 
HO195 52 Bucklers Road, Parwan. Outbuildings. Local 

Melbourne – Ballarat 

Railway Bridge 
HO201 

Balliang-Bacchus Marsh Road, 

Parwan. 
Railway Bridge. Local 

Farmhouse 

‘Willowbank’ 
HO202 44 Paces Lane. Farmhouse. Local 
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Table 7 Registered Victorian Heritage Register Places within 2.6 km of the Activity Area (Map 3) 
 

Place Name VHR No. Location Place Type / Contents Significance 

Greystone 

Homestead and 

Outbuildings 

HO265 565 Glenmore Road, Parwan 
Greystone Homestead and 

Outbuildings. 
State 

 

Table 8 Registered National Trust Places within 2.6 km of the Activity Area (Map 3) 
 

Place Name 
National 

Trust ID 
Location to Activity Area Place Type / Contents Significance 

Parwan Valley 71684 n/a Parwan Valley, Moorabool Shire State 

 

Table 9 Victorian Heritage Inventory Adjacent or Abutting the Activity Area (Map 3) 
 

Place Name VHI No. Location Place Type / Contents Significance 

Maddingley No.2 

Coal Mine 
H7722-0067 11 Tilleys Road, Maddingley. Coal Mine. Local 
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Registered Sites within Activity Area 

 

Former Parwan South School (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & Mechanics Institute (HO 

196) (VHD 2019) (Map 4 & 5) 

 

The place is a former state school that was open from 1923-1949. It was subsequently used 

as the Parwan South Mechanics’ Institute and regarded as a community centre and meeting 

place. 

 

Significance 

 

This place is listed on the Moorabool Shire Council Heritage Overlay, and is located at the 

northeast corner of Parwan South Road and Nerowie Road, Balliang.  It is recognised as 

having local historical and social significance for its association with the provision of 

education for the local community, and its use as a community centre and meeting place.  

 

Physical Description  

 

The place consists of three timber buildings. They are regarded as derelict with windows 

boarded up with steel sheeting, and some sheeting coming away. 

 

2.4 Site Prediction Model 
 

The desktop evidence has been used to formulate a historic cultural heritage sensitivity 

model. This model predicts the likely historic cultural heritage values that may be present in 

the activity area.  

 

Historic background evidence has identified the activity area has potential for surface and 

subsurface archaeological features and occupation deposits associated pastoral activities 

dating from 1840, early twentieth century homesteads, agriculture and community buildings. 

The relevant information is presented below (Map 4). 

 

Table 10  Places of Historic Archaeological Potential Identified from Desktop 
Assessment (Map 4) 

 

Place Name Location Description 

Former Parwan South 

(Nerowie) State School 

No 4175 & Mechanics 

Institute 

Corner of Parwan 

South Road and 

Nerowie Road 

Balliang 

Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School 

No 4175 & Mechanics Institute. The building has 

collapsed and is in disrepair. 

 

Sutherland ‘Montrose’ 

Homestead and 

Nissen Hut 

 

 

Bacchus Marsh 

Motorsport 

Complex, Parwan 

South Road and 

Nerowie Road, 

Parwan 

It is a brick house dating to c. 1910 built by the 

Sutherland family. It is in good condition. A 

green Nissen hut is just north of the dwelling. 

 

Bingham Homestead 

3922 Geelong- 

Bacchus Marsh 

Road 

1914 homestead built by the Bingham family. 

Ranges from poor to good condition. 
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Bingham 

Homestead 

Geelong-Bacchus 

Marsh Road 
1935 homestead built by Bingham family. 

Cummings ‘Braemar’ 

Homestead 
Cummings Road 

The site of the original Cummings ‘Braemar’ 

homestead where possible 19
th

 c. homestead 

ruins exist. 

Cummings 

Homestead 
Cummings Road c. 1910 Cummings ‘Selection’ homestead. 

Watsons Homestead 
Geelong- Bacchus 

Marsh Road 

c. 1870 Watsons ‘The Glen’ homestead. House 

no longer extant by 1917. 

Winderlich ‘Oakvale’ 

Family Homestead 
Glenmore Road 

c. 1915 Winderlich ‘Oakvale’ homestead. House 

renovated and altered in the 1940s. 

Mahoney Family 

Homestead 
West of B.M Airfield. 

c. 1875 Mahoney Homestead named ‘Hut in 

Ruins’. A house was extant in 1936. 

Alexander’s Farm 

Dwelling 
Unknown Comfortable dwelling and yard. 

Kerr Farmhouse 

(Delaney & Hennesey 

Homestead) 

East of Parwan 

Creek, west of B.M 

Airfield 

c. 1872 brick cottage present in 1936. 

 

Delaney & Hennesey 

Former Workers 

Cottage 

South west of B.M 

Airfield 

Possible former workers cottages relating to 

Delaney & Hennesey farm. 

Bacchus Marsh Airfield Cummings Road 

The site of the Bacchus Marsh Airfield, hangars 

and a gravel runway. The runway has now been 

surfaced with tarmac. 

George Running 

Homestead 

Lots 1 & 2 od 

Section 4 Parish of 

Parwan 

c. 1876 small cottage and stockyards. 

M. Delahey Stone 

Fence Boundary 

Allotment 29,30,31 

and 15 of section 9 

of the Parish of 

Parwan 

A stone fence boundary around the property. 

J. Connell 

Allotments 4, 5 and 

6 of Section 8 in 

Parish of Parwan 

c. 1850 house. 

A. McLennan 

Lots 19 and 22 

Section 9 Parish of 

Parwan 

c. 1872 dwelling and improvements. 

Quarry 
Allotment 19, South 

of Parwan School 
Bluestone quarry. 
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2.5 Conclusions 
 

The desktop assessment has demonstrated in relation to the activity area: 

 

1. There is one registered historic place within the activity area comprising Former 

Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & Mechanics Institute (HO 196). 

 

2. It is highly likely that both archaeological and extant historic cultural heritage is 

present. 

 

3. There is potential for any future development in the Parwan Employment Precinct to 

impact currently undocumented historic cultural heritage. 
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3 HISTORIC SURVEY  
 
3.1  Aims  

 
The aim of the targeted ground surface survey was to assess the area for extant and 

archaeological historic heritage, inspect previously recorded heritage sites and to identify 

areas that may have historic archaeological potential.  

 

3.2  Survey  
 

The survey targeted historic places identified during the desktop assessment (Map 4). A 

comprehensive inspection of the 2,480 hectares area was not undertaken. The survey was 

conducted on the 4
th

 December 2019, 3
rd

 of January 2020 and 19
th

 May 2020. This targeted 

ground survey should not be considered a comprehensive ground survey.  

 

3.3  Survey Attendants  
 
The survey was conducted by Noah Tyler (Project Archaeologist, AAT) and Stewart 

Thomson (Executive Archaeologist, AAT). 

 

3.4  Methodology  
 

The archaeological survey was conducted in a systematic manner and in accordance with 

proper archaeological practice (Burke & Smith 2004). Areas of potential were identified 

during the desktop assessment and land access to these areas was organised prior to site 

visits. Areas of potential were then surveyed and photographed. Due to the size of the 

activity areas, and the fact that most of the land within the activity area is privately owned, a 

survey of 100% of the activity area was not undertaken. Instead, the survey involved 

systematically driving along all publicly accessible roads within the activity area and 

examining potential areas of interest, and targeted assessment of places identified during 

the desktop assessment where the location was known, and land access was granted.  

 

3.5 Definitions of Sites and Site Boundaries  
 

Archaeological sites were defined by the presence and absence of cultural material on the 

surface, areas of culturally modified landscapes and any areas assessed as likely to contain 

historical material.  

 

3.6 Survey Coverage  
 
The majority of the activity area is currently pastoral/agricultural land, with dense long grass 

present across most of the area. Dwellings, an airport, a motorsport complex, rural sheds, 

roads, driveways and fencing is present within the activity area. The surveyed locations had 

medium ground surface visibility with grass covering over 50% of surveyed areas.  

 

3.7 Results  
 
Eighteen places of interest were identified within the activity area (Table 10); these included 

fourteen homesteads, an airfield, quarry, stone fence, and a previous school and mechanics 

institute (Map 4). Of these, only places with known locations and land access granted were 
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selected for further investigation. The places not investigated were Alexander’s Farm 

Dwelling, George Running Homestead, M. Delahey Stone Fence Boundary, J. Connell 

House, McLennan Dwelling, possible bluestone quarry and Mahoney Family homestead.  

 

Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & Mechanics Institute (HO 196) (Map 

4 & 5) 

 

The place is located in the south west of the activity area at the northeast corner of Parwan 

South Road and Nerowie Road, Balliang and was constructed in 1923. The place consists 

of three buildings with corrugated iron roofs, of which two have collapsed and one is highly 

unstable.  

 

The main standing building (Photo 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8) is constructed from hardwood timber 

and contains two flues. It also contains internal plasterboard walls and ceiling that may be 

asbestos. The main collapsed building is also constructed by hardwood timber, and the 

ceiling is made from timber cladding (Photo 3 & 7).  

 

They are all in disrepair and the overall condition of the place is poor. Based on this 

assessment, and the extant heritage assessment (Appendix 6), it is unlikely any effective 

conservation work could be undertaken to retain the heritage significance of the places 

fabric.  

 

 

 

 

Photo 3 

 

Former Parwan South 

(Nerowie) State School 

 

Remains of two main 

buildings 

 

Facing north 
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Photo 4 
 

Former Parwan South 

(Nerowie) State School 

 

Remains of shelter 

shed 

 

Facing south 

 

 

 

 

Photo 5 
 

Former Parwan South 

(Nerowie) State School  

 

Inside unstable 

standing building 

 

Facing north 

 

 

 
Photo 6 

 

Former Parwan South 

(Nerowie) State School  

 

Inside unstable 

standing building 

 

Facing west 
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Photo 7 
 

Former Parwan South 

(Nerowie) State School  

 

Remains of collapsed 

main building  

 

Facing north west 

 

 

 
Photo 8 
 

Former Parwan South 

(Nerowie) State School  

 

Side of still standing 

main building  

 

Facing west 

 

Circa 1910 Sutherland ‘Montrose’ Homestead and Nissen Hut (located within Bacchus 

Marsh Motorsport Complex, Parwan South Rd and Nerowie Rd, Parwan) (Map 4 & 5) 

 

The place consists of a brick house located within the Bacchus Marsh Motorsport Complex, 

Parwan South Rd and Nerowie Rd. The desktop assessment identified it as the Sutherland 

homestead (‘Montrose’) (Photo 1). Access to investigate the property was prevented due to 

site access constraints. The house was originally identified by Marshall (2002) in an 

archaeological assessment of the Motorsport Complex. There is a green Nissen hut north 

of the dwelling that was most likely used as a garage. 

 

Investigation of the site was restricted to observations from Parwan South Road as the 

house is occupied by the Bacchus Marsh Motorsport Complex and access was not granted. 

The house consisted of a brick house with corrugated iron roof and brick chimney (Photo 

9). No further investigation was undertaken. 
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Photo 9 
 

Circa 1910 Sutherland 

Homestead 

 

(Bacchus Marsh 

Motorsport Complex) 

 

Viewing homestead from 

Parwan South Road 

 

Facing east 

 

James Bingham’s Circa 1914 Homestead (3922 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road) (Map 4 & 

5) 

 

The place is located in the middle of the activity area at 3922 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road, 

Parwan, and is currently used as a residential dwelling. The place consists of a circa 1914 

timber dwelling with a corrugated iron roof and numerous other significant structures; these 

include a main barn, milking shed and sheep drenching station. A rubbish dump including 

historic bottle glass and ceramics are also located on the property.  

 

The house and outbuildings is associated with the James Bingham (a founding member of 

the Ballarat Stock Exchange), who purchased Allotment 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 and 16 of Section 8 

Parish of Parwan in 1910 (Map 4) to start a farm (house is situated within Allotment 16) (The 

Age, 28
th

 Oct 1914).  

 

The main dwelling (Photo 10, 11, 12 & 13) is constructed from hardwood timber and sits on 

original tree stump footings (Photo 14). External features include two chimneys and 

decorative external trimmings (located at the front of house and veranda) (Photo 15 & 16). 

The house appears to have undertaken minor alterations (modifications for modern use) or 

repairs, retaining a high level of original fabric. This is demonstrable of building practices 

and materials from this period. 

 

The overall condition of the dwelling is moderate to poor. External aspects of the house are 

at risk of disrepair, though internal conditions are moderate (Photo 15), with no immediate 

risk.  

 

The main barn is constructed by hardwood timber and appears to retain original fabric with 

minimal alterations (Photo 18).  

 

The other buildings (milking shed and sheep drenching station) appear younger than the 

dwelling and barn and are in good condition (Photo 17, 18 & 19). They are demonstrable of 

early (likely post 1950) farming practices.  
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Photo 10 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Front of dwelling 

 

Facing south east 

 

 

 

Photo 11 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Front of dwelling 

 

Facing east 

 

 
Photo 12 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Side of dwelling 

 

Facing north west 
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Photo 13 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Rear of dwelling 

 

Facing west 

 

 

 
Photo 14 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Tree Stump 

Footings 

 

Facing south 

 

 

Photo 15 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road)  

Decorative trimming 

on Veranda 

 

Facing east 
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Photo 16 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Decorative trimming 

on Veranda  

 

Facing south 

 

 

 
Photo 17 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Internal hardwood 

floorboards 

 

Facing west 
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Photo 18 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Barn  

 

Facing north east 

 

 

 
Photo 19 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Sheep Drenching 

Station 

 

Facing east 

 

 
Photo 20 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Milking Shed.   

 

Facing north 
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Photo 21 
 

Circa 1914 

Homestead  

 

(3922 Geelong-

Bacchus Marsh 

Road) 

 

Milking Shed 

 

Facing west 

 

Binghams’ 1935 Homestead (Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road) (Map 4 & 5) 

 

The place consists of the 1935 Bingham’s homestead.  

 

Access to the property was not granted, though viewing the property from Geelong-Bacchus 

Marsh Road shows the dwelling in disrepair (Photo 22).  

 

 

 

Photo 22 
 

Binghams’ 1935 

Homestead  

 

View from roadside 

 

Facing north from 

roadside 

 

Bacchus Marsh Airfield (located at the corner of Aerodrome Rd and Cummings Rd) (Map 4 

& 5) 

 

The place consists of an airstrip and hangars. The desktop assessment identified that it was 

established in 1943 as one of several “dispersal aerodromes”, alternative areas at which 

aircraft could be located in the event of an air attack on the RAAF Station Laverton. 

 

Investigation of the site was restricted to observations from the road. The place appears to 

have no extant buildings of historical value, with hangars appearing to be of modern 

construction (Photo 23 & 24).  
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Photo 23 
 

Bacchus Marsh Airfield 

 

Hangars 

 

View from corner of 

Aerodrome and 

Cummings Roads 

 

Facing west 

 

 

Photo 24 

 

Bacchus Marsh Airfield 

 

Hangars 

 

View from corner of 

Aerodrome Roads 

 

Facing south 

 
Cummings’ Homestead ‘Braemar’ (located at 181 Cummings Rd) (Map 4 & 5) 

 

The place consists of the remains of a brick house and outbuildings that the desktop 

assessment identified as the second house built on the site, with a stone core and brick 

extension (Photo 25 & 26). The original c. 1897 homestead has been described as a 

weatherboard house with dairy, stable and cowshed. Therefore, the house in Photo 25 is 

not the original Cummings’ ‘Braemar’ homestead.  

 

Access to the property was not possible, though it was viewed from Cummings Road.  

Based on this assessment, the dwelling is in poor condition and in disrepair.  
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Photo 25 
 

Cummings’ ‘Braemar’ 

Homestead 

 

View from roadside 

 

Facing east 

 

 

 

Photo 26 
 

Cummings’ ‘Braemar’ 

Homestead 

 

View from roadside 

 

Facing north 

 

Cummings’ Homestead (located on the corner of Cummings Rd and Smiths Rd) (Map 4 & 

5) 

 

The place is known as the ‘Selection’ and was part of the Cummings’ estate. A dwelling was 

added to the location c. 1910 by Charles Cummings’ son (Athol), and an extension is said 

to have been added to the house at some point after this (Photo 27 & 28).  

 

The dwelling is unoccupied, and in poor condition and disrepair.  
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Photo 27 
 

Cummings’ 1910 

Homestead 

 

Facing southwest 

 

 

 

Photo 28 
 

Cummings’ 1910 

Homestead 

 

Facing northwest 

 
Watsons’ Homestead (Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road (4099 C704)) (Map 4 & 5) 

 

There is a dwelling at the site of the Watsons’ homestead, though based on the desktop 

assessment it is most likely not the original dwelling. The original dwelling was said to be a 

six-bedroom weatherboard house built c. 1873. The house in Photo 29 appears to be brick 

and most likely a later brick house built c. 1907.  

 

Access to the property was not possible, though it was viewed from Geelong-Bacchus 

Marsh Road.  Based on this assessment, the dwelling is occupied and in good condition.   
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Photo 29 
 

Watsons’ Homestead 

 

View from roadside 

 

Facing west from 

roadside 

 

The Winderlich Family ‘Oakvale’ Homestead (located near the corner of Glenmore Rd and 

Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road) (Map 4 & 5) 

 

The place consists of a weatherboard house and outbuildings that is most likely the dwelling 

associated with Karl Winderlich of Dooen and his widow Martha, which the desktop 

assessment identified (Photo 30 & 31). The house is unoccupied, and in very poor condition 

and disrepair (Photo 30 & 31).  

 

 

 

Photo 30 
 

Front of ‘Oakvale’ 

Homestead 

 

Facing northwest 
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Photo 31 
 

‘Rear of Oakvale’ 

Homestead 

 

Facing west 

 

The Kerr Farmhouse (Delaney & Hennessey Homestead) (located 229 Smiths Rd) (Map 4 

& 5) 

 

The place consists of a dwelling, outbuildings and cistern that was identified in the desktop 

assessment as possibly being the c. 1871 Delaney and Hennessey homestead. The 

desktop assessment identified that two brick cottages were described in an 1872 sale of 

the property (Argus, 23 October 1871, p. 8). However, an earlier report, dating to 1866, 

describe the homestead as containing a residence. The former workers cottage, most likely 

the other cottage described in the historical report (Map 4), was not investigated as the 

landowner indicated no structures are in its identified location. The dwelling is unoccupied, 

has multiple stages of alteration, and in poor to moderate condition with large cracks in 

internal walls, and the floor unsafe and in disrepair (Photo 36, 37 & 38). However, based on 

desktop assessment and site survey, a heritage architect was engaged to investigate the 

origins of the dwelling, and prepare a statement of significance. The heritage architect 

investigation concluded that the dwelling is not associated with the Delaney & Hennessy 

family, instead a Kerr family farmhouse dating from c. 1900 (see section 4) (Photo 32, 33 & 

34).  
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Photo 32 
 

Kerr farmhouse 

 

Facing northwest 

 

 

Photo 33 
 

Front of Kerr farmhouse 

 

Facing west 

 

 

 

 

Photo 34 
 

Kerr farmhouse 

 

Side of House showing 

alteration 

 

Facing north 
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Photo 35 

 

Kerr farmhouse 

 

Rear of Dwelling and 

cistern 

 

Facing east 

 

 

Photo 36 

 

Kerr farmhouse 

 

Entrance Hallway 

(showing crack in wall) 

 

Facing east 
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Photo 37 
 

Kerr farmhouse 

 

Lounge room 

 

Facing north 

 

 

 

Photo 38 
 

Kerr farmhouse 

 

Bedroom (showing poor 

floor and wall condition) 

 

 
3.8 Registered Sites as a Result of the Assessment 
 
As a result of this assessment, site cards for most of the areas of potential which were 

identified during the historic background research were submitted to the Executive Director 
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at Heritage Victoria. In consultation with Heritage Victoria, site cards were not submitted for 

Alexander’s Farm, George Running’s Homestead and the Mclennan Dwelling because the 

location of these sites were not known from historic documents, nor where they identified 

during the survey. If these sites are identified during future assessment a site card should 

be submitted to Heritage Victoria in accordance with Recommendation 6 (Section 8). Site 

cards were not submitted for the quarry and stone fence identified during the desktop 

assessment because dry stone walls and quarries are not considered to be of 

archaeological significance, and therefore do not reach the threshold for inclusion onto the 

Victorian Heritage Inventory.  

 

As a result of the submission of site cards to Heritage Victoria the following sites were 

registered on the Victorian Heritage Inventory: 

 

Table 11 Archaeological Potential Sites Above Low Significance Registered on 
the Victorian Heritage Inventory as a Result of the Assessment 

 

Area of Potential 
Site Name 

(Listed on the VHR) 

VHR Registration 

Number 
Place ID 

Former Parwan South (Nerowie) 

State School No 4175 & 

Mechanics Institute 

Former Parwan South State 

School & Mechanics 

Institute 

H7722-0081 116319 

 

If works are to be conducted at the site of the Former Parwan South State School a consent 

under Section 124 of the Heritage Act 2017 will be required (Recommendation 1, Section 

8). 

 

Heritage Victoria determined that the following sites would not be registered on the Victorian 

Heritage Inventory:  

 

Table 12 Sites Not Registered on the Victorian Heritage Inventory as a Result of 
this Assessment 

 
Area of Potential Identified in Report (Section 5) Reason for Refusal 

Bacchus Marsh Airport Did not meet threshold policy. 

The Winderlich Family ‘Oakvale’ Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

Watson’s Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

Sutherland (Montrose) Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

Delaney and Hennesy Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

Cumming’s Homestead (Braemar) Did not meet threshold policy. 

Cumming’s Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

Bingham’s Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

Bingham’s 1935 Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

Former Delaney & Hennessey Workers Cottage Did not meet threshold policy. 

Former J. Connell House Did not meet threshold policy. 

Former Mahoney Homestead Did not meet threshold policy. 

 

The contents of these sites were not listed on the Heritage Inventory because the current 

information available for these sites indicated that they are of low archaeological value, 

however, if further archaeological fabric or other supporting material is uncovered, a new 

site card should be submitted to Heritage Victoria for reassessment.   
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4 HERITAGE ARCHITECT INVESTIGATION  
 

Heritage architect Graeme Butler (Graeme Butler & Associates) was engaged on the 22
nd

 

July 2020 to undertake a heritage investigation into a potential 19
th

 century dwelling at 229 

Smiths Rd, Parwan (Appendix 6). The aim was to determine the origins of the place, assess 

the place against the relevant heritage assessment criteria and prepare a statement of 

significance. The investigation included an historic background assessment and a ground 

survey conducted on 5th August 2020.  

 

4.1 Heritage Architect Assessment 
 

The following are only excerpts from the heritage architect investigation by Graeme Butler, 

as a detailed historical investigation (Section 2) has previous been undertaken, which 

included a partial history of the land at 229 Smiths Rd. However, the complete heritage 

architect report is presented in Appendix 6. 

 

Furthermore, The place was assessed in the desktop assessment as being originally part 

of the Delaney & Hennessey property, which is correct. However, the following assessment 

has identified that no extant buildings relating to this period are visibly present at the place. 

 

History of Henry Kerr’s Farm 

 

The farm complex is sited on part of Crown Allotment C1 Section 9 Parish of Parwan. The 

original Crown Allotment C1/9 of 336 acres was located on the Parwan Creek and bounded 

by Government road reserves. It was granted to Thomas Elder Boyd in 1873, after selection 

under Section 33, Land Act 1869. A small allotment C2/9 (28 acres) in the south-west corner 

was also granted to Boyd in 1869. A reservation of 100 links from each bank of the Parwan 

Creek was made in 1881.  

 

The evident Edwardian-era origin of the house has determined that the specific place history 

commences in the late 19th century, with brothers William and Henry Fleming Kerr holding 

a series of allotments across the Parwan parish in 1897 (total area of 1188 acres). They 

divided the properties, with Henry Kerr, a Parwan grazier, taking the southern parts in 25 

July 1900, some 953 acres that included CAs 1A, 1B, 22, 24, and L of Section 8 plus CAs 

part C1, C2, of Section 9. 

 

Robert Kerr (1813-1899) and Henry Fleming Kerr 1866–1934 

 

Henry Kerr was born 1866 on the Parwan Creek to grazier Robert Kerr (1813-1899) and his 

wife Catherine Kerr (nee Hamilton, 1824-1904). Robert Kerr came from Carnbee, Fife, 

Scotland to Port Phillip in the 1830s, marrying Catherine at Scots Church, Collins St., 

Melbourne, in 1848.  He later lived on a mixed farm (St Monans, Parwan), until his death in 

1899 under the medical care of Dr Vance. Robert and Catherine Kerr, and their progeny, 

pioneered Bacchus Marsh and Parwan. Robert obtained a hawker’s licence in 1851 while 

his wife acquired a store in Bacchus Marsh. Robert acquired Parwan parish land in 1853 

CA7, CA42/9 in 1869. 
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Historical Conclusions of Kerr Family Farmhouse 

 

Kerr’s farm has a long association with a family (Robert and Catherine Kerr and their 

progeny) that were Bacchus Marsh pioneers. Henry, and later Catherine, were very 

prominent in Parwan life during the Victorian-era and Edwardian-era via their progeny. The 

comparatively grand nature of the original house reflects the status of the Kerr family, though 

the integrity of house with this era has since been seriously depleted, such that now it is 

symbolic only of a local farming dynasty. 

 

Kerr Family Farmhouse Site Inspection 

 

Setting 

 

The complex is set at the end of a long curving driveway among a variety of trees, including 

pepper trees (west and north of house), and a row of cedars (5, most unhealthy) leading 

from the house along the drive. Heavily pollarded gums line the north side of the drive. 

 

 

 

Figure 12 Kerr Farmhouse Complex Site Plan (Butler 2020)  
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Kerr farmhouse 

 

It is a verandaed hipped roof brick house, that appears to be from the Edwardian-era, 

though has been altered and added to post WWII after the property was sold to Smith in the 

1950s. Face brick walls have been rendered, and windows and verandahs replaced or 

removed. Concrete slabs around the perimeter walls appear to have blocked sub-floor 

ventilation such that insects have attacked the timber floors, typically the replacement 

hardwood boards (Photo 32-38). 

 

The interior has also been significantly changed with the exception of the front three rooms 

and entry hall (Photo 36-38). 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Kerr Farmhouse Plan (Butler 2020) 
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Conclusion from inspection 

 

The Kerr farm complex has as its focus, the relatively large and substantial brick farmhouse, 

that has been altered considerably, presumably since the 1950s. Some significant elements 

remain, such as the entry door case, pressed metal ceiling, fireplace mantels and remnant 

drawing room paint scheme. 

 

The setting for the complex is typical of farm complexes on large holdings, where proximity 

to a source of water meant the house might be located well away from a surveyed road. The 

picturesque character of the Parwan Creek reinforces the imagery of the property as it was 

in the Victorian-era and Edwardian-era. 

 

Comparative analysis 

 

(see Appendix 2: Comparable farm and house examples in Appendix 6). 

 

There are a number of identified Edwardian-era farmhouses that are complete and more 

stylistically sophisticated than the Kerr farmhouse in a Heritage Overlay. The Kerr farmhouse 

has no relative aesthetic or architectural significance within the Shire or the locality of 

Parwan. 

 

Historically the farmhouse is symbolic of the Kerr family occupation; a family that is 

historically important to both Bacchus Marsh and Parwan. James Kerr’s significant Morven 

farm is perhaps more representative of the family, given its assumed to be much better 

preserved (not inspected). 

 

However, the principle applies, as utilised in a number of comparative analyses of the 1994 

and 2012 heritage studies, that of representativeness of a historical theme as acted out in 

a specific locality, particularly those localities that may be depleted in heritage assets. 

 

This building is symbolic of the pioneering role of the Kerr family in Bacchus Marsh and 

Parwan, as well as the Parwan farming community. 

 

Assessment against criteria 

 

The following heritage place assessment uses relevant criteria that can form the basis of 

any proposed Statement of Significance. (Refer Applying the Heritage Overlay August 2018: 

Appendix 7). 

 

Criterion A 

 

Importance to the course, or pattern, of our cultural or natural history 

 

Previous analysis in 1994-5 has concluded that: `… The beginning of the 20th Century was 

a boom period in the development of Bacchus Marsh stimulated by the development of 

industry, including factories relating to dairying and chaff mills, closer settlement, increased 

farming in the area and the coming of the railway in 1887…’. Henry Kerr’s farm reflects this 

era as well as the earlier phase of opening up of large farming properties in the 1870s at 

Parwan. 
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The principle of representation has also been applied in previous heritage analyses to the 

few places that were created in the mid to late 19th and early 20th century at Parwan, as 

two key growth eras. 

 

One uncommon but indicative aspect of the property historically is the siting of the farm 

buildings on the banks of the Parwan Creek well away from the surveyed roads, meaning a 

long driveway into a picturesque creek valley. This is evocative of early house siting on large 

properties, where proximity to water was primary consideration for the siting of farm 

buildings rather than the expense required to build the long driveway to the house. 

 

Criterion B 

 

Possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of our cultural or natural history 

 

One of the few surviving places that were created in the mid to late 19th and early 20th 

century surviving at Parwan. 

 

Criterion C 

 

Potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of our cultural or natural 

history 

 

No identified values under this criterion. 

 

Criterion D 

 

Importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of cultural or natural 

places or environments 

 

No identified values under this criterion. 

 

Criterion E 

 

Importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics 

 

Previous discussion in the 2012 review of Carisbrook, 18 Crook Street, Bacchus Marsh has 

observed that it was an `…examples of transitional styles in a residence. Although… 

constructed in 1913, well into the Edwardian period, the building is unusual for containing 

Victorian characteristics. These characteristics include the symmetrical composition, bull-

nosed front verandah and the timber framed double hung windows, hipped roofs and four-

panel timber front door with sidelights and fanlights. Other features of note include the 

chimneys with brick corbelled cornicing’. The same would have applied to Kerr’s farmhouse 

but for its widespread external alteration. 

 

Internally, there are decorative elements and fittings that are of note at the farmhouse 

including: 

 

• the three fireplaces with grates, and timber mantels; 

• the pressed metal ceiling in Room 1; 

• the entry door case joinery and coloured glass depicting the Scotch thistle; 
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• the graining of skirtings and architraves in the main original rooms; and 

• the remnant decorative scheme. 

 

Protection of interior elements is discouraged in the VPP Applying the Heritage Overlay 

practice note (p.4) unless they are of individual significance. None of these are of 

outstanding value, but they are very indicative of the Kerr lifestyle, as lived on the farm, and 

are uncommon generally in the Shire. No interior elements have been identified for the 

Heritage Overlay in the previous heritage studies. 

 

Applying internal alterations controls 

 

Internal alteration controls over specified buildings can be applied in the schedule by 

including a ‘yes’ in the Internal Alteration Controls Apply? column. 

 

This provision should be applied sparingly and on a selective basis to special interiors of 

high significance. The statement of significance for the heritage place should explain what 

is significant about the interior and why it is important. 

 

Criterion F 

 

Importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement at a 

particular period 

 

No identified values under this criterion. 

 

Criterion G 

 

Strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social, cultural 

or spiritual reasons. This includes the significance of a place to Indigenous peoples as part 

of their continuing and developing cultural traditions 

 

No identified values under this criterion. 

 

Criterion H 

 

Special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in 

our history 

 

The Robert Kerr family have been closely associated with the pioneering of the Bacchus 

Marsh and Parwan areas and the growth of their commercial, farming and social 

development from the gold rush era well into the 20th century. Only James Kerr’s Morven 

has been identified as having heritage significance in previous heritage studies despite the 

family’s numerous property holdings. 

 

Although much altered, the Kerr farm household has association with the Kerr family’s 

prominence in the Bacchus Marsh, Parwan area. 
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4.1.1  Proposed Statement of Significance Kerr’s farm 

 

What is significant? 

 

Henry Kerr’s farmhouse, built by the early 20th Century, includes the following external 

contributory elements: 

 

• detached siting, with near symmetrical planning; 

• brick walls and hipped corrugated iron clad roof forms over rooms 1-6; 

• red brick chimneys; 

• timber joinery, entry door case and double-hung sash windows; and 

• underground tank west of room 6. 

 

Internal contributory elements include: 

 

• the three fireplaces with grates, and timber mantels; 

• the pressed metal ceiling in Room 1; 

• the entry door case joinery and coloured glass depicting the Scotch thistle; 

• the graining of skirtings and architraves in the main original rooms; and 

• the remnant decorative scheme. 

 

How is it significant? 

 

Henry Kerr’s farmhouse is of historic and aesthetic interest to Parwan. 

 

Why is it significant? 

 

Henry Kerr’s farmhouse has cultural value to Parwan and the Shire: 

 

Historically (Criteria A) 

 

The house and siting is symbolic of early farm settlement on the Parwan Creek and within 

the Bacchus Marsh area; 

 

The house is one of the few surviving masonry structures that were created in the mid to late 

19th and early 20th century at Parwan, as its two key growth eras. 

 

The siting of the complex, on the banks of the picturesque Parwan Creek well away from the 

surveyed roads at the end of a long driveway, is uncommon and evocative of early house 

siting on large properties, where proximity to water was a primary consideration for the siting 

of farm buildings rather than the expense required to build the long driveway to the house. 

 

Rarity (Criteria B) 

 

One of the few surviving places that were created in the mid to late 19th and early 20th 

century surviving at Parwan. 
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Aesthetically (Criteria E) 

 

Henry Kerr’s farmhouse has valuable interior elements that include: 

 

• the three fireplaces with grates, and timber mantels; 

• the pressed metal ceiling in Room 1; 

• the entry door case joinery and coloured glass depicting the Scotch thistle; 

• the graining of skirtings and architraves in the main original rooms; and 

• the remnant decorative scheme in Room 1. 

 

Association (Criteria H) 

 

The Robert Kerr family have been closely associated with the pioneering of the Bacchus 

Marsh and Parwan areas, and the growth of their commercial, farming and social 

development from the gold rush era well into the 20th century. 

 

Although much altered, the Henry Kerr farmhouse with its indicative internal elements, holds 

the symbolic association with the Kerr family’s prominence in the Bacchus Marsh and 

Parwan area. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Given the purpose of the Heritage Overlay is to preserve physical fabric that provides 

accurate evidence of the past, Henry Kerr’s farmhouse and its siting are symbolic only, with 

the publicly visible fabric of the house being so altered as to be potentially misleading 

historically without interpretative data. 

 

Internally, there are valuable elements that are evocative of the Ker’s occupation, though 

the practice note deters protection of these elements unless of individual significance, which 

they are not. 

 

Inclusion in the Heritage Overlay would allow a process for archivally recording or preserving 

these elements that would otherwise not be available. Alternatively, a section 173 agreement 

under Planning and Environment Act 1987 might allow for their preservation outside of the 

Heritage Overlay as part of the ongoing planning negotiations for development of the area. 
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5 CULTURAL HERITAGE SIGNIFICANCE 
 

The historic assessment of extant heritage places undertaken within this report is an 

indicative investigation only, and further assessment should be completed by a qualified 

heritage specialist, prior to works being undertaken.  

 

The assessment of historic heritage significance is based on the Burra Charter values. 

These values are defined as the ‘aesthetic, historic, scientific or social values for past, 

present or future generations’ (Australia ICOMOS 1999: 12). The significance of places 

identified in this HCHA has been assessed using the Victorian Heritage Council’s Criteria 

and Threshold Guidelines for assessing cultural heritage significance (Table 7), and the 

following standardised heritage value criteria (Heritage Council Victoria 2019): 

 

Criterion 

 

(a)  

(b)  

 

(c)  

importance to the course, or pattern, of cultural history; 

possession of uncommon, rare or endangered aspects of cultural 

history; 

potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of 

cultural history; 

(d)  

 

(e)  

(f)  

importance in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of 

cultural places and objects; 

importance in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics; 

importance in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical 

achievement at a particular period; 

(g)  strong or special association with a particular community or cultural 

group for social, cultural or spiritual reasons. this includes the 

significance of a place to indigenous peoples as part of their continuing 

and developing cultural traditions; and  

(h)  special association with the life or works of a person, or group of 

persons, of importance in history.  
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Table 13 Summary of Significance of Identified Places in the Activity Area 
 

The below level of significance has been determined as a result of the below sites inclusion or exclusion on the Heritage Inventory. Should 

future assessment or research uncover additional information about the below sites, the level of significance for these places may change.  

 

Place 
What is 

significant? 

How is it 

significant? 
Why is it significant? 

Exclusions/ 

Condition 

Level of 

Archaeological 

Significance 

Former Parwan 

South (Nerowie) 

State School No 

4175 & 

Mechanics 

Institute (HO 

196) 

Three 

hardwood 

timber 

buildings. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with 

education, was an important social 

meeting place, and part of 

Parwan’s identity. 

The place is in disrepair and unsafe, 

though still demonstrates association 

with important local historical period. 

 Above Low 

(meets 

threshold). 

Sutherland 

‘Montrose’ 

Homestead and 

Nissen Hut 

Dwelling and 

Nissen hut. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

20
th

 century land subdivision, and 

the post-pastoral diversification of 

farming land use in Parwan. 

The place is intact and retains high 

integrity, though has incidental 

association with a historical period (poor 

association). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

c. 1914 

Bingham’s 

Homestead 

Dwelling and 

outbuilding. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

20
th

 century land subdivision, and 

the post-pastoral diversification of 

farming land use in Parwan. 

The place is in poor condition and has 

incidental association with a historical 

period (poor association). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

c. 1935 Bingham 

Homestead 

Dwelling. 

 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

20
th

 century land subdivision, and 

the post-pastoral diversification of 

farming land use in Parwan. 

The place is in poor condition and has 

incidental association with a historical 

period (poor association). 

Low (under 

threshold). 
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Cummings 

‘Braemar’ 

Homestead 

Dwelling. 

 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

There is poor evidence of association 

with important historical period (poor 

evidence). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

c. 1910 

Cummings 

Homestead 

Dwelling. 
Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

20
th

 century land subdivision, and 

the post-pastoral diversification of 

farming land use in Parwan. 

The place is in poor condition and has 

incidental association with a historical 

period (poor association). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

Watsons 

Homestead 

Dwelling. 

 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

The place has poor evidence of 

association with an important historical 

period (poor evidence). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

Winderlich 

‘Oakvale’ Family 

Homestead 

Dwelling. 

 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

20
th

 century land subdivision, and 

the post-pastoral diversification of 

farming land use in Parwan. 

The place is in poor condition and has 

incidental association with a historical 

period (poor association). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

Mahoney Family 

Homestead 

Dwelling. 

 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 
Condition unknown. Unknown. 

Kerr Farmhouse 

(Delaney & 

Hennesey 

Homestead) 

Dwelling. 

 

Historical and 

aesthetic 

(criteria a; 

criteria b; 

criteria e). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

The place is partly intact, retains aspects 

of integrity, and has evidence of 

association with an important historical 

period. However, it is in poor to 

moderate condition, and has been 

altered to a point where it is potentially 

misleading historically. 

Low (under 

threshold) 
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Delaney & 

Hennesey 

Former Workers 

Cottage 

Workers 

cottages. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

Destroyed/no extant structures (Based 

on desktop assessment). Poor evidence 

of association with historical period (poor 

evidence). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

Alexander’s 

Farm Dwelling 

Possible 

dwelling and 

yard. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

(Based on desktop assessment) The 

place has poor evidence of association 

with an important historical period. (poor 

evidence). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

Bacchus Marsh 

Airfield 

Bacchus 

Marsh 

Airfield, 

hangars, and 

runway. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with WWII 

as an alternative landing area for 

RAAF aircraft. 

 

The place has poor evidence of 

association with a historical period of low 

importance (low importance and poor 

evidence). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

George Running 

Homestead 

Possible c. 

1876 small 

cottage and 

stockyards. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

(Based on desktop assessment) The 

place has poor evidence of association 

with an important historical period. (poor 

evidence). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

M. Delahey 

Stone Fence 

Boundary 

Possible stone 

fence 

boundary 

around the 

property. 

Historical 

(criteria a; 

criteria e). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 
Condition unknown. 

Low (under 

threshold). 

J. Connell House 
Possible c. 

1850 house. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

(Based on desktop assessment) The 

place has poor evidence of association 

Low (under 

threshold). 
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with an important historical period. (poor 

evidence). 

McLennan 

Dwelling 

Possible c. 

1872 

dwelling. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

 

(Based on desktop assessment) The 

place has poor evidence of association 

with an important historical period. (poor 

evidence). 

Low (under 

threshold). 

Quarry 

Possible 

bluestone 

quarry. 

Historical 

(criteria a). 

The place is associated with early 

European settlement in the area. 

 

Condition unknown. 
Low (under 

threshold). 
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6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Sites of Archaeological Potential and Significance 

 

There is one registered place within the activity area that has local and state significance 

(HO 196; H7722-0081). The Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & 

Mechanics Institute is a place of local historic significance for its association with the Parwan 

community, for providing education for itself, and persuading the government to lease a 

building for education erected by the community. It is also of local social interest to the 

Parwan community, as it is an historic meeting place and focal point in the community. The 

place consists of three buildings; of which all are in poor condition and disrepair. Two of the 

three buildings have fallen over and are derelict (Photo 3, 4 & 7), and the other one is 

structurally unstable (Photo 8).  A heritage architect should be consulted regarding 

stabilisation of this structure.  

 

Sites that did not Meet the Threshold for Inclusion on the Heritage Inventory 

 

The desktop assessment identified several places that have association with the early 

settlement of Parwan (1850-1890). These are the Cummings ‘Braemar’ homestead, 

Watsons homestead, Mahoney family homestead, Delaney and Hennessey former workers 

cottage, Alexander’s farm dwelling, George Running homestead, J. Connell house, and 

McLennan dwelling (Map 4). The study also identified five places as having association with 

early (1900-1935) twentieth century subdivisions, which was a result of the breakup of large 

pastoral runs into smaller farming settlements in this period. These are the 1910 Cummings’ 

homestead, Oakvale homestead, Sutherland ‘Montrose’ homestead and Nissan hut, and 

the 1914 and 1935 Bingham’s homesteads. 

 

Four places (Sutherland ‘Montrose’ homestead, 1935 Bingham’s homestead, Cummings 

‘Braemar’ homestead and Watsons homestead) comprise extant heritage features in 

various degrees of disrepair but were not surveyed and could not been assessed as part of 

this HCHA. However, all places from this period are of local historical interest for Parwan, 

and their heritage value, if possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future 

development. This could include using the name of historical places in future development 

for streets, open spaces, or buildings. 

 

Four places (1914 Bingham’s homestead, 1910 Cummings’ homestead, Oakvale 

homestead and Delaney and Hennessey former workers cottage) were surveyed as a part 

of this assessment and extant historic features were identified. The remaining fabric of these 

structures were either destroyed or in disrepair at the time of survey. However, all places 

from this period are of local historical interest for Parwan, and their heritage value, if 

possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future development. Structures 

associated with the 20
th

 century do not fulfil the threshold requirement to be listed on the 

Moorabool Shire Council Planning Scheme, as association with early twentieth century 

subdivisions in Parwan is considered incidental and the places do not significantly enhance 

our understanding of this period. However, these places and their heritage value, are of 

historical interest to Parwan. They are demonstrative of a significant period of land use 

change that occurred in the early twentieth century, and the heritage value of these places 

should be retained if possible. This could include using the name of historical places in 

future development for streets, open spaces, or buildings. 
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Several other places were not identified during the study, including the M. Delahey stone 

fence boundary and bluestone quarry. The location of these places could not be identified 

during the site survey. However, they may retain heritage value, and if located should be 

investigated to determine their heritage value.  

 

The Bacchus Marsh Airfield has been identified as one of several “dispersal aerodromes”, 

alternative areas at which aircraft could be located in the event of an air attack on the RAAF 

Station Laverton. Although this place is associated with WWII, based on the desktop 

assessment, and on-site survey, the place has been determined as having incidental 

association with a period of low historical importance, and not containing evidence 

demonstrative of this period. The place has minimal historic archaeological and extant 

heritage value. 

 

The following places were not subject to an on-site investigation during this assessment, as 

their exact locations were unknown, and due to time constraints, it was not possible to locate 

them: Alexander’s Farm Dwelling, George Running Homestead, M. Delahey Stone Fence 

Boundary, J. Connell House, McLennan Dwelling and a possible bluestone quarry. Also, 

land access was not granted for the Mahoney Family homestead (Map 4), and it could not 

be viewed from a roadway. Therefore, its condition and exact heritage value are currently 

unknown. Furthermore, the places not inspected may have historic archaeological potential 

for evidence relating to early European settlement of the Parwan area. 

 

Drystone walls could be present within the activity area, particularly the M. Delahey stone 

fence boundary, and further target survey is recommended. The desktop concluded that 

the potential for substantial drystone walls is low. If remains are identified, it is likely they will 

be in a relatively poor state due to the lack of maintenance and the agricultural and pastoral 

activities that have occurred within the area over the last hundred years. If drystone walls 

are located within the activity area, the Moorabool Shire Council should be contacted to 

discuss the best process for the remains (Appendix 5). Typically, a drystone wall 

management plan would be required. 

 

Extant Heritage Assessment (Section 4, Appendix 6) 

The desktop assessment and survey identified the The Kerr Farmhouse (Delaney and 

Hennessey Homestead) (229 Smiths Rd, Parwan) as a brick cottage with historic potential. 

This dwelling is partly intact, retains aspects of integrity, and has evidence of association 

with an important historical period (Mills 2020). However, it is in poor to moderate condition, 

and has been altered to a point where it has potential to historically mislead (Butler 2020). It 

demonstrates an association, through both physical evidence and historical documentation, 

with an important historical period (early c. 1871 settlement of Parwan), and this association 

enhances understanding of this period better than other places in the region (Mills 2020). 

The place has undergone numerous periods of alteration that have affected the buildings 

aesthetic characteristics, is unoccupied and has low structural integrity. Based on these 

factors, a heritage architect investigation was undertaken to determine the origins of the 

dwelling and prepare a statement of significance to establish its level of significance (Butler 

2020).  

The heritage investigation has determined the dwelling at 229 Smiths Rd, Parwan is Henry 

Kerr’s farmhouse, built by the early 20th Century, and has historic and aesthetic interest to 

Parwan (Butler 2020). It has been identified that the farmhouse and siting are symbolic only, 
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as the fabric of the dwelling has been altered to a point where the historically significant 

elements are no longer visible (Butler 2020). Based on this interpretation, and the purpose 

of a Heritage Overlay (to preserve the physical fabric of a place), it is recommended the 

place is not added to the Heritage Overlay (Butler 2020, p.50). However, internal elements 

of the place have been identified as valuable, and evocative of the Kerr’s occupation, though 

inclusion on the Heritage Overlay for internal elements is deterred, unless they are 

individually of significance, which in this case they are not (Butler 2020, p.50). Therefore, it 

has been recommended that a section 173 agreement under the Planning and Environment 

Act 1987 between the Moorabool City Council and the landowner could be undertaken to 

preserve the internal elements (Butler 2020, p.50).  
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7 LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS 
 
This section assesses the project against the Commonwealth and State legislation, policies 

and guidelines relevant to the Historic Heritage assessment. 

 
COMMONWEALTH LEGISLATION 
 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 

 

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 established the 

National Heritage List and Commonwealth Heritage List. The National Heritage list includes 

natural, Indigenous and historic places of outstanding heritage value to the nation. The Act 

establishes penalties for an action that has or will make a significant impact to the heritage 

values of a place on the National Heritage List. The Commonwealth Heritage List includes 

places on Commonwealth lands and waters or under Australian Government control that 

have heritage significance. 

 

Relevance to Project 

 

There are no National Heritage List and Commonwealth Heritage List sites impacted by the 

Parwan Employment Precinct PSP. 

 

STATE LEGISLATION, REGULATION AND POLICY 
 
Heritage Act 2017 

 
The primary purpose of the Heritage Act 2017 is to protect historic cultural heritage in 

Victoria. The Heritage Act 2017 is Victoria’s principal legislation for the identification and 

management of heritage places and objects of State significance, historical archaeological 

sites and maritime heritage. The Act established the Victorian Heritage Register (VHR) and 

Victorian Heritage Inventory (VHI) for the registration and recording of heritage places and 

objects. 

 

The recently amended Heritage Act 2017 was enacted on 1st November 2017. Key elements 

of the new Heritage Act 2017 include: 

 
• Archaeological site means a place which: 

 

o Contains an artefact, deposit or feature which is 75 or more years old;  

 

o Provides information of past activity in the State;  

 

o Requires archaeological methods to reveal information about the settlement, 

development or use of a place; and  

 

o Not only associated with Aboriginal occupation of a place. 

 

• Archaeological artefact means an object which provides information of past activity 

in the State and:  
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o Is associated with an archaeological site; 

 

o Is associated with a registered archaeological place; 

 

o Is associated with an approved site of archaeological value; and 

 

o Is associated with a place that was an archaeological site, registered 

archaeological place or approved site of archaeological value.  

 

• S118 (1) The Executive Director must record in the Heritage Inventory: 

 

o All archaeological sites other than any archaeological sites which are 

determined by the Executive Director to have above “low” archaeological 

value; and  

 

o All approved sites of archaeological value, and 

 

o All sites included in the Heritage Inventory under the Heritage Act 1995 

immediately before the commencement of section 257.  

 

• S127 (1) If an archaeological site is discovered during an investigation or survey of 

land for a relevant survey purpose, the person undertaking the investigation or 

survey must provide a site card to the Executive Director within 30 days after 

discovery.  

 

• S127 (2) If an archaeological site is discovered in the course of any construction or 

excavation of any land, the person in charge of the construction or excavation must 

as soon as practicable report the discovery to the Executive Director. 

 
If the project is to impact a site on the Heritage Inventory, the appropriate Consents must 

be obtained from Heritage Victoria. 

 

The following information is extracted from the Historical Archaeological Information 

Brochure ‘Obtaining a Heritage Act Consent’: 

 
If works are proposed that will result in the disturbance of a historical 

archaeological site, a Consent under the Heritage Act must be obtained 

from the Executive Director, Heritage Victoria. In most cases, a Consent to 

Excavate will be required to authorise the archaeological investigation or 

excavation and recording of the site.  

 

In Victoria, historical archaeological excavations typically take two to six 

weeks, but longer timeframes may be needed for large or highly significant 

projects. 

 

Once archaeological work is completed, a second approval – a Consent to 

Damage – will be required to allow site disturbance and development to 

proceed. In some cases, a Consent to Damage will include a condition 

requiring the archaeology consultant to monitor ground disturbance works 

in case unexpected archaeological remains come to light. 
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An archaeology project does not finish when site excavation is complete. 

Conditions on the Consents under the Heritage Act usually require 

archaeology consultants to analyse the discoveries made during the 

fieldwork and prepare a project report usually within 12 months. In some 

cases, it will be necessary for significant excavated artefacts to be 

conserved, to prevent their deterioration. 

 
Planning and Environment Act 1987 

 
All Victorian municipalities are subject to land use planning controls governed by the 

Planning and Environment Act 1987 which is administered by State and Local Government 

authorities. These planning controls include historic places which may be listed on the local 

planning scheme Heritage Overlay. Heritage Overlays include places of local significance 

and places included in the Victorian Heritage Register. The aim of the Heritage Overlay is to 

assist in protecting the heritage of municipalities. Municipal Councils are responsible for 

issuing planning permits for the development of heritage places under the Planning and 

Environment Act 1987. 

 
Relevance to Project 

 

At commencement of the historic investigation, there was one previously registered Heritage 

Overlay site within the Parwan Employment Precinct PSP - Former Parwan South (Nerowie) 

State School No 4175 & Mechanics Institute (HO 196). The Planning and Environment Act 

1987 facilitates the Moorabool Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay (discussed below) to 

manage places of local historic significance. 

 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
 
Moorabool Shire Council has a policy framework that requires planning to take into 

consideration heritage sites and to protect places and sites with significant cultural heritage 

value. These strategies provide for the conservation and enhancement of places which are 

of aesthetic, archaeological, scientific, architectural, cultural, scientific or social significance 

or otherwise of special cultural values. These criteria respond to those defined in The Burra 

Charter (Australia ICOMOS 1999), an internationally recognised and adopted charter for the 

identification and assessment of cultural heritage sites. 

 
The purpose of the Moorabool Shire Council Heritage Overlay is (Clause 43.01): 

 

• To implement the Municipal Planning Strategy and the Planning Policy Framework.  

 

• To conserve and enhance heritage places of natural or cultural significance.  

 

• To conserve and enhance those elements which contribute to the significance of 

heritage places.  

 

• To ensure that development does not adversely affect the significance of heritage 

places.  
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• To conserve specified heritage places by allowing a use that would otherwise be 

prohibited if this will demonstrably assist with the conservation of the significance of 

the heritage place.  

 

Relevance to Project 

 

There is one Moorabool Shire Heritage Overlay impacted by the Parwan Employment 

Precinct PSP - Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & Mechanics Institute 

(HO 196).  If any works are to impact this site, then a permit will be required from Moorabool 

Shire Council prior to impacting the site. 

 
GUIDELINES 
 
There are several sets of published guidelines and policy documents for carrying out 

historical archaeological survey, recording historical sites and their management. These 

include: 

 
The Burra Charter (Australia ICOMOS 1999) 

 
The Burra Charter is an internationally recognised and adopted charter for the identification 

and assessment of cultural heritage sites.  

 

Guidelines for Conducting Historical Archaeological Surveys (HV 2020) 

 

This document provides an overview of the requirements for conducting historical 

archaeological surveys and reporting historical sites in Victoria. 

 

Guidelines for Investigating Historical Archaeological Artefacts and Sites (HV 2012) 

 

This document describes the Permit / Consent process, which is enacted by the Heritage 

Act 2017, and the minimum requirements for survey, artefact retention and conservation, in 

relation to sites listed on the Heritage Inventory or Heritage Register. 

 

Policy for Determining Low Archaeological Value (HV, no date) 

 

This policy document explains the definition of an archaeological site under the Heritage Act 

2017. For an archaeological site to be included on the Heritage Inventory, it must possess 

at least low archaeological value. The policy document explains the threshold the Executive 

Director will apply in making a determination if a site will be included on the Heritage 

Inventory based on this value assessment. 

 
Relevance to Project 

 

At the commencement of the historic investigation, there was one Heritage Overlay site - 

Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & Mechanics Institute (HO 196).  As 

a result of this assessment the Former Parwan South State School was registered on the 

Heritage Inventory under the Heritage Act 2017. All historic sites were investigated in 

accordance with the Guidelines for Conducting Historical Archaeological Surveys (HV 

2020), and future assessment must be carried out as per the Guidelines for Investigating 

Historical Archaeological Artefacts and Sites (HV 2012). Site assessment is guided by the 
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principals contained in the Burra Charter (Australia ICOMOS 1999), and by the Policy for 

Determining Low Archaeological Value (HV, no date). 
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8 MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Recommendation 1 Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School No 4175 & 
Mechanics Institute (HO 196 & H7722-0081; Map 6) 

 

The Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School (H7722-0081) has local historical 

significance and local social interest and is listed on the Moorabool Shire Council Planning 

Scheme. The place consists of three buildings; of which all are in poor condition and 

disrepair. Two of the three buildings have fallen over and are derelict (Photo 3, 4 & 7), and 

the other one is structurally unstable (Photo 8).  

 

The Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School (H7722-0081) have been assessed as 

having moderate local historic and social significance, and low scientific and archaeological 

potential. If the site is to be impacted by the development, the following steps must occur:  

 

1A A meeting should be conducted between the Sponsor and Heritage Victoria to 

discuss the appropriate consent process prior to application. 

 

1B If the site, or land within 10 meters of the site, is to be harmed or impacted by future 

works, a Consent to Uncover and Expose under the Heritage Act must be obtained 

from the Executive Director, Heritage Victoria prior to any works being conducted 

that affect the site. The Consent to Uncover and Expose only allows for the 

uncovering of subsurface historic material. Excavation must cease upon the 

identification of historic archaeology.  

 

1C If archaeological deposits are identified during the monitoring of the removal of 

topsoil, then a Consent to Excavate will be required, and may include extended 

excavation across the site extent.  This will require cessation of works until Heritage 

Victoria has issued a Consent to Excavate. 

 

1D The results of the Consent to Excavate will be used by Heritage Victoria to evaluate 

any future Consent to Damage and Disturb applications relating to the place. The 

Consent to Damage and Disturb will be required to allow site disturbance and 

development to proceed. In some cases, a Consent to Damage and Disturb will 

include a condition requiring an historic archaeologist to monitor ground disturbance 

works in case unexpected archaeological remains are exposed. 

 

1E Compliance with the Heritage Act 2017 does not finish when site excavation is 

complete. Conditions on Consents under the Heritage Act 2017 usually require 

archaeology consultants to analyse all artefacts identified during the fieldwork and 

prepare a detailed technical report usually within 12 months. In some cases, it will be 

necessary for significant excavated artefacts to be conserved, to prevent their 

deterioration, packaged to Heritage Victoria requirements, and sent to Heritage 

Victoria for long-term storage.  AAT will provide advice on this compliance if required. 
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Recommendation 2 Henry Kerr Farmhouse (Delaney & Hennessey 
homestead) (229 Smiths Rd, Parwan) – Butler and 
Associates Historic Assessment (Appendix 6) 

 

It has been determined the dwelling at 229 Smiths Rd, Parwan (Figure 12 & 13) is Henry 

Kerr’s farmhouse, built c. 1900, and has historic and aesthetic interest to Parwan (Butler 

2020). It has been identified that the farmhouse and siting are symbolic only, as the fabric 

of the dwelling has been altered to a point where the historically significant elements are no 

longer visible (Butler 2020). Based on this interpretation, and the purpose of a Heritage 

Overlay (to preserve the physical fabric of a place), it is recommended the place is not 

added to the Moorabool Shire Council Planning Scheme Heritage Overlay (Butler 2020).  

 

However, internal elements of the place have been identified as valuable, and evocative of 

the Kerr’s occupation, though inclusion on the Heritage Overlay for internal elements is 

deterred, unless they are individually of significance, which in this case they are not (Butler 

2020). Therefore, it has been recommended that a section 173 agreement under the 

Planning and Environment Act 1987 between the Moorabool City Council and the landowner 

could be undertaken to preserve the internal elements (Butler 2020). Although in this case, 

as the elements are not of individual significance, and the place is in disrepair, this should 

not be undertaken unless all interested parties are satisfied with an agreement (Butler 2020).  

  

Due to the nature of the place, and the historical association with an integral pioneer of the 

Parwan area, the heritage value of the place, if possible, should be retained or incorporated 

into any future development (Butler 2020). This could include using the name of historical 

places in future development for streets, open spaces, or buildings (Butler 2020). 

 

The extant heritage report is attached in Appendix 6.  

 

Recommendation 3 Areas of Potential Identified and Surveyed During the 
Assessment  

 

Site cards were submitted to Heritage Victoria and the Executive Director for the Bacchus 

Marsh Airport, The Winderlich Family ‘Oakvale’ Homestead, Watson’s Homestead, 

Sutherland (Montrose) Homestead, Delaney and Hennesy Homestead, Cumming’s 

Homestead (Braemar), Cumming’s Homestead, Bingham’s Homestead, Bingham’s 1935 

Homestead, Former Delaney & Hennessey Workers Cottage, Former J. Connell House, 

Former Mahoney Homestead (Map 5). Heritage Victoria determined that the areas of 

potential did not reach the threshold policy for inclusion onto the Heritage Inventory. If these 

areas are to be impacted the consent process, outlined above in Recommendation 1, does 

not need to be undertaken. However, if during the process of earthworks in these areas’ 

archaeological features, deposits and /or artefacts are identified, then works must cease 

and Heritage Victoria contacted immediately. In consultation with Heritage Victoria, site 

cards were not submitted for Alexander’s Farm, George Running’s Homestead and the 

Mclennan Dwelling because the location of these sites were not known from historic 

documents, nor where they identified during the survey. If these sites are identified during 

future assessment a site card should be submitted to Heritage for assessment. Site cards 

were not submitted for the quarry and stone because dry stone walls and quarries are not 

considered to be of archaeological significance, and therefore do not reach the threshold 

for inclusion onto the Victorian Heritage Inventory. 
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Recommendation 4 Places Associated with Early Settlement of Parwan (1850-
1890) not Registered on the Heritage Inventory 

 

The listed places identified in the desktop and survey assessment associated with the early 

settlement of Parwan (1850-1890) (Cummings ‘Braemar’ homestead, Watsons homestead, 

Mahoney family homestead, Delaney and Hennessey former workers cottage, Alexander’s 

farm dwelling, George Running homestead, J. Connell house, and McLennan dwelling) do 

not meet the basic heritage threshold test for inclusion on the Moorabool Shire Council 

Planning Scheme. These places have local historical interest for Parwan, and their heritage 

value, if possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future development. This 

could include using the name of historical places in future development for streets, open 

spaces, or buildings. However, if during the process of earthworks in these areas’ 

archaeological features, deposits and /or artefacts are identified, then works must cease 

and Heritage Victoria contacted immediately. 

 

Recommendation 5 Places Associated with Early Twentieth Century 
Subdivisions (1900-1935)  not Registered on the 
Heritage Inventory 

 

Places identified in the desktop and survey assessment associated with early (1900-1935) 

twentieth century subdivisions (1910 Cummings’ homestead, Oakvale homestead, 

Sutherland ‘Montrose’ homestead and Nissan hut, and the 1914 and 1935 Bingham’s 

homesteads) do not meet the basic heritage threshold test for inclusion on the Moorabool 

Shire Council Planning Scheme. These places have local historical interest for Parwan, and 

their heritage value, if possible, should be retained or incorporated into any future 

development. This could include using the name of historical places in future development 

for streets, open spaces, or buildings. However, if during the process of earthworks in these 

areas’ archaeological features, deposits and /or artefacts are identified, then works must 

cease and Heritage Victoria contacted immediately. 

 

Recommendation 6 Provision of Site Cards to Heritage Victoria 
 
If additional historic features, artefacts or deposits are identified during further survey or 

earthworks site cards must be submitted to Heritage Victoria by the Sponsor or their agent. 

A site card is a prescribed form that dictates how historical archaeological sites are reported 

to Heritage Victoria (Heritage Victoria 2020, p.1). A site card provides details about a site 

including geographic location, spatial extent, physical characteristics, condition and 

associated archaeological deposits (Heritage Victoria 2020, p.1). A site card must be 

submitted to Heritage Victoria, in the approved form, within 30 days of the discovery of a 

site. ‘Discovery ‘in this context means the identification of a site on historical mapping, in 

historical documentation, or the physical remains of a site during a survey.  

 
Recommendation 7 Management of the Unexpected Discovery of Historical 

Archaeological Relics or Deposits. 
 

The following procedure must be followed for the management of unexpected discoveries 

of historical relics or deposits during earthworks within the Parwan Employment Precinct 

PSP, and must be written into any construction management plans (or similar): 

 

If, during construction, unexpected archaeological relics or deposits are located, the 

following procedure must be adopted: 
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• All works within 10m must cease and temporary fencing or para-webbing be 

erected to protect the site from harm. This must become a no-go-zone. 

 

• Work outside this 10m buffer zone may continue. 

 

• The discovery must be examined by a qualified archaeologist, who will assess the 

discovery and provide the relevant details to Heritage Victoria. 

 

• The Executive Director of Heritage Victoria will determine if the site is of low 

archaeological value, or above low archaeological value. 

 

• If the find is determined to be of low archaeological value, works may continue, and 

fencing removed. 

• If the discovery is confirmed to be above low archaeological value, then the site 

must be listed on the Heritage Inventory and a Consent to Disturb application 

made. 

 
Recommendation 8 Preparations of Heritage Impact Statements.  
 

A Heritage Impact Statement (HIS) must be prepared for a site or object registered on the 

Victorian Heritage Register (VHR), such as the Former Parwan South (Nerowie) State School 

(H7722-0081) and submitted as part of the consent application to change, damage, destroy 

or alter a site or object (Recommendation 1).  A HIS will assist the owner of a heritage listed 

site or object to navigate the process that enables them to understand the impacts when 

developing a future proposal for change to a registered site or object (Heritage Victoria 

2021, p.3).  

 

A HIS should form part of the project brief presented to the Executive Director, Heritage 

Victoria, and its findings should impact the scope of works proposed to the site or object 

(Heritage Victoria 2021, p.3). A HIS is a requirement of the application lodged for a permit 

under Section 93 or a permit amendment under Section 105 of the Heritage Act 2017. A HIS 

is also required under Section 92, where works are the development of new buildings, 

extensions, alterations or additions (Heritage Victoria 2021, p.3). Additionally, a HIS in 

strongly recommended by Heritage Victoria when applications to local municipal council 

are made to subdivide a site registered on the VHR. If approved the HIS affects the cultural 

heritage significance of a registered site or object under Section 101(2)(a) of the Heritage 

Age 2017. A HIS will assist the Executive Director in determining the approval of a permit 

under Section 101(2) and 101(3) of the Heritage Act.  

 

The preparation of a HIS should include, but may not be limited to: 

 

• Clearly demonstrate to the Executive Director (and any other interested parties) that 

the appropriate process has been undertaken to plan for and reduce the impact of 

the activity (i.e. proposed works) works on the registered site or object. 

 

• Should clearly outline the impact the activity will have on the cultural heritage 

significance of the site or object.  

 

• Why the site or object is of cultural heritage significance to the State of Victoria.  
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• What options were considered during the planning and development of the 

proposal. 

 

• What impact, either positive or negative, the activity will have on the site or objects 

cultural heritage significance. 

 

o If negative impact is going to occur, the following should be addressed: 

 

▪ Why the proposed activity was chosen. 

 

▪ Why other options are not feasible. 

 

• What measures are being proposed, if any, to mitigate and minimise the negative 

impacts to the site or object.  

 

The contents of the HIS will vary depending on the scale and complexity of the proposed 

activity, and the site or object which is being impacted. A suitably qualified heritage 

consultant should undertake the preparation of a HIS, in preparation to the application of a 

permit. Heritage Victoria should be contacted during this period to assist in the preparation 

of the HIS and to assist the heritage consultant in tailoring the HIS. Additional assistance 

can be found in the Heritage Victoria Guidelines for Preparing Heritage Impact Statements, 

on the Heritage Victoria website (https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/).  

 
Recommendation 9 Retention, Management and Interpretation of 

Archaeological Material. 
 

Artefacts identified during the Historic Consent process and any additional artefacts 

identified during earthworks within the Parwan Employment Precinct PSP area should be 

retained according to the following recommendations: 

 

• All artefacts relating to the occupation of the site will be retained, including surface 

material.  

 

• Material which is clearly less than 75 years old should not be retained but should 

be noted on context sheets and in any subsequent report.  

 

• Diagnostic and non-diagnostic material should be retained and stored in a secure 

location, in clearly labelled storage containers.  

 

• Building debris such as bricks, concrete and bluestone should be left on site. 

 

Artefacts should be managed according to the following: 

 

• Artefacts should be bulk bagged in the field according to type and context.  

 

• A project conservator must be retained and called to site if artefacts are deemed 

likely to require immediate conservation. 

  

https://www.heritage.vic.gov.au/
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• Heritage Victoria must be contacted immediately if any artefacts with urgent 

conservation requirements are identified.  

 

• All artefacts recovered in the field should be processed and catalogued according 

to Heritage Victoria’s Guidelines for Investigating Historical Archaeological Artefacts 

and Sites and using the Heritage Victoria Catalogue Template.  

 

Artefacts should be analysed and interpreted in reference to the questions within the 

Research design and Heritage Impact Statement submitted to Heritage Victoria prior to the 

undertaking of earthworks. If an assemblage is deemed to be of medium to high 

significance, it should be recommended for lodgement with Heritage Victoria’s Artefact 

Repository. 

 
Recommendation 10  Further Assessment  
 

The activity area for the PEP has potential to uncover further historic remains and 

archaeological deposits in surface and subsurface contexts, particularly at the identified 

areas of potential historic sensitivity shown in Map 4 and 5. If development is to occur in 

these areas, further survey should be undertaken before any development commences. If 

any historic archaeology is identified, appropriate management recommendations should 

be prepared. If an intact deposit is identified, Consent to Expose would be required from 

Heritage Victoria. Based on this investigation, a Consent to excavate and Consent to 

damage or disturb may also be required. 

 

Recommendation 11 Protection of Heritage within the Activity Area 
 
The Heritage Act 2017 and the Heritage Regulations 2017 provide protection and 

conservation for all historical cultural heritage located within Victoria. It is an offense under 

Section 87(1)(2) of the Heritage Act 2017 to knowingly or recklessly remove, relocate or 

demolish, damage or despoil, develop or alter, or excavate, all or any part of a place or 

object.  
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Number on 

map 

Properties where Access Granted 

73 3963 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road 

31 380 Cummings Rd Parwan 

34 CNR Smith + Cummings Rd Bacchus 

Marsh 

72 89 Jensz Rd Parwan 

77,78,79 34 Glenmore Rd Parwan 

17 138 Parwan south rd. 

32 179 Smiths Rd Parwan 

38 4265 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Rd 

Parwan 

41 4050 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road 

18,19 5 Smiths Rd Parwan 

45 384 Glenmore Rd Rowsley Vic 3340 

10,11,12,13 65 Parwan south rd. 

55 535 Aerodrome rd., Parwan (Parwan 

Valley Mushrooms) 

38 Lot 1, 4265 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh 

Rd, Parwan 

69 2538 Bacchus Marsh- Balling Rd 

34 Cnr Smith and Cummings Rd 

15 4164 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Rd 

Parwan 

1 42 School Lane, Maddingley 

56 2558 Bacchus-Marsh - Balliang Road, 

Rowsley 3340 

47,48,49,50 Lot 1,2,3,4,5 TP 665485 PSH Parwan 

53 4011 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Rd 

Parwan 

42 Lot 07 325 Cumming Rd Parwan 

40 227 Smiths Rd, Parwan 

85,91,83 404 Aerodrome Road, Parwan 

( PS 

21,22,23,24) 

7,8,9 

239 Parwan-Exford Road, Parwan VIC 

2 66 School Lane Maddingley 

22,23 4115 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Rd, 

Parwan 

28 229 smiths rd. 

14 6 smiths rd. 

62,63, 64, 65 tbc 
 

all road and rail reserves 

21 

 

16 114 Parwan South Road, Parwan 
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Parwan 1 history 
Dr Peter Mills 

Draft 3 February 2020 

Contextual history 
Note: where specific properties are mentioned, citations are provided in the specific section 

devoted to each property. 

Squatters and early farmers 1840s–1862 
 

 

Extract of A.S. Kenyon map of squatting runs 1835-1851. Centre of Parwan parish marked. 

 

Up to the 1850s the lands in the Parish of Parwan were occupied by two squatting runs, 

Glenmore and Exford. Most of the Parish was covered by the Glenmore run. From 1840 this 

run was run by James Moore and Charles James Griffith. By 1848 Moore’s share had been 

sold to Griffith’s nephew Molesworth Richard Greene. In 1876 Greene built a new 

homestead just to the west of Parwan and this became a separate property, Graystones, in 

1879.  

 

The Exford run, which had been acquired by Simon Staughton in 1842, overlapped the 

western edge of the Parish of Parwan. A distinctive carved corner post from Simon 

Staughton’s run has been recorded on the former Bingham’s property, opposite the airfield 

(PHG, pp.18–20). By Staughton’s death in 1873 Exford was around 100,000 acres in extent. 

In 1870 the property was divided between the three Staughton brothers, with Stephen 

George Staughton’s property Nerowie bordering on the Parish of Parwan (PHG, p.23). 

 

The counties of Port Phillip were surveyed into Parishes in 1839 and the parishes were 

further subdivided into allotments for Crown land sale. The first government land grants in 

the Parish of Parwan were made to military personnel. In 1841 Dr O. Pineo (R.N.) obtained 
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a grant of 192 acres, Lot 25 Parish of Parwan and Francis Atkinson obtained 363 acres, Lots 

24 and 26 Parish of Parwan. Both of these men leased the land out rather than settling on it 

(Port Phillip Patriot & Melbourne Advertiser, 14 October 1841:2; BME, 9 June 1883:3; Argus, 

25 June 1887:13; PHG p.20). 

 

The squatters, who controlled Victoria’s Upper House, delayed land reform as long as they 

were able, and in the meantime secured as much land under freehold as they could. A 

number of runs were 100% purchased by the squatters by 1860. They also selectively 

purchased the land adjoining the creeks and rivers, cutting off access to the water for later 

bona fide selectors under the Land Acts from 1862 (Powell pp.74–5). The Ryans’ selection 

of Allotments G, 17 and 18 Section 9 in c1866 was cited in a contemporary report as an 

example of this problem. Although the surveyed roads in the Parwan Parish were supposed 

to allow access to the creek and river, in practice the banks were often too steep for this to 

occur (Age, 23 August 1866:5). 

 

In 1841 it was announced that 19,900 acres in the Parish of Parwan would to be opened up 

for sale. The prospective purchasers, who had to announce their intention to buy before the 

sales, were described as selectors (Port Phillip Patriot & Melbourne Advertiser, 28 June 

1841:2). Through the selection by purchase process Simon Staughton gradually gained 

freehold over parts his former run, with nearly the whole estate under freehold by 1859. As 

part of this acquisition he also encroached onto the former lease area of the Glenmore run, 

on the western side of the Parish of Parwan (PHG, p.23). Similarly, by 1859 Griffiths and 

Greene had reinforced their Glenmore estate with extensive purchases in the south and east 

of the Parish of Parwan (Parwan Parish Plan). A few allotments were also purchased by 

smaller farmers in the 1850s land sales, such as the initial lots of Charles Cumming’s 

property Braemar (23, 24 and 24A Section 6), and the initial lots of William McDonald’s 

property (Allotments 2, 3 and 4 Section 9). 

 

The Selection era 1862–1890s 
Agriculture was already well established and thriving in the Settled Districts of Port Phillip, 

including the Bacchus Marsh area, in the mid and late 1850s (Powell, p.67). With the 

introduction of selection under the Land Acts from 1862, there was an opportunity to expand 

this activity. From 1862 into the 1870s the majority of the remaining Crown land in the Parish 

of Parwan was selected. Under the Land Act 1862 selectors could take up two equal 

allotments. One allotment could be purchased directly under Section 21. The other allotment 

under Section 22 could be leased for eight years and purchased at £1 per acre minus the 

rent paid (Nelson and Alves, p.201). M. Delahey’s selection of lots 15, 29, 30 and 31 of 

Section 9 was made under Section 22, with freehold gained in 1872. Under this system, the 

homestead was typically found on the land selected under Section 21. 

 

A large proportion of the remaining land in the study area was opened up under the 

Amending Land Act 1865 (Age, 23 August 1866:5). Most was selected under Sections 7 

and 12 of the Amending Land Act 1865 and freehold obtained Section 33 Land Act 1869. 

Freehold was typically gained by the mid-1870s. Examples were D. Patullo’s selection of 

Allotment K Section 9, later Patullo’s Paddock; Charles Cumming’s selection of Allotment E 

of Section 9; J. Connell’s selection of Allotments 4, 5 and 6 of Section 8; and G. Running’s 

selection of Allotment 4 Section 8. T.E. Boyd’s selection of Allotments C1 of Section 9 and 

Allotment L, 22 and 24 of Section 8 was unusually large, amounting to over 940 acres. Some 

selectors remained living elsewhere, typically on nearby farms. In these cases, the 
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properties were typically known as ‘paddocks’, such as ‘Parwan Paddock’ and ‘Patullo’s 

Paddock’.  

 

Paralleling selection under the Amending Land Act 1865 there was a system of annually 

renewable occupation licenses for lots of less than twenty acres on and near auriferous 

lands, for the purposes of residence and cultivation. Powell considered the success of 

Section 42 in placing thousands of miners, labourers and tradesmen on smallholdings as 

“the salvation” of an otherwise disastrous Act (Nelson and Alves p.253; Powell, p.126). 

Section 42 was amended in 1866 to raise the maximum area to eighty acres, and in 1868 to 

160 acres at a distance of thirty miles from a goldfield. Multiple licenses were allowed from 

1868 (Powell 1970, pp.126-7; Nelson and Alves 2009, p.52). Many Section 42 licensees 

would purchase their lots in the early 1870s under Section 31 of the Amending Land Act 

1869 (Nelson and Alves, p.255).  

There was a rush of applications for occupation licenses in the Parish of Parwan in 1868, 

with 17 notices being posted on January 18 of that year. Applicants included James and 

William Watson, and Mary Ann McDonald (BME, 18 January 1868:4). The Mahoney’s 

Section 42 occupation of Allotments 3 and 4 Section 4 is typical of this aspect of the Land 

Acts, with three allotments taken up under the names of different family members (Parwan 

Parish Plan). 

 

By the late 1860s the few remaining lots of Crown land at Parwan had been taken up under 

Sections 19 & 20 of the Land Act 1869. Under Sections 19 and 20 of this Act, 320 acres 

maximum could be selected. Within three years the selector had to cultivate 10% of their 

holding, completely enclose their holding with a ring fence, and build a house that was 

permanently attached to the soil. If requirements for cultivation and residence had been 

satisfied after three years, the land could be purchased or a 7-year lease entered into 

(Nelson and Alves, p.213). An example is Thomas Cain’s selection of Allotment 1E of 

Section 89, 27 acres, with freehold gained in 1881 (Parwan Parish Plan). Cain probably 

made this selection in order to increase his earlier small selections on adjacent lots. 

 

In the 1860s and early 1870s cropping was dominant on most Parwan properties other than 

the large squatter’s estates, but by 1877 dairying and sheep-raising had taken over 

(Australasian, 6 January 1877:24). Dairying prospects improved further with the coming of 

the railway in 1886. The Parwan Railway Station gave quick access to the metropolitan 

markets as well as milk and butter processing factories in Bacchus Marsh. Dairying would 

continue on some Parwan farms into the 1990s (PHG, pp.16 & 53). 

 

Subdivisional sales of large estates 1909–1920s  
The Closer Settlement Act of 1904 introduced provisions for compulsory government 

purchase of parts of large pastoral estates for reallocation in small lots to yeoman farmers. 

In reaction, owners of large pastoral estates either sold their properties or moved to pre-

empt government acquisition with their own subdivisional land sales. The trustees of C.J. 

Griffiths offered the Glenmore estate subdivisional sale of over 6000 acres in November 

1909. The land included a large area of rich river flats at Parwan, on which there were already 

four share dairy farmers (BME, 23 October 1909:4). S.J. Staughton’s Nerowie estate was 

sold in 1909 and the purchasers planned a subdivisional sale in 1910. The land was 

described as an unequalled opportunity for wheat growers , never having been used for 

crops (Horsham Times, 16 November 1909:3). 
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Farmers from the Wimmera, who had adopted land-extensive forms of agriculture, were 

attracted to these opportunities. Wimmera farmer Martha Winderlich and her sons 

purchased Allotments 17-21 Section 8 Parish of Parwan, 513 acres, in the Glenmore 

subdivisional sale. They built a house and named their property Oakvale. As these lands 

were previously occupied only for grazing, the new owners built new houses on the land. 

The Binghams purchased lots 1 and 2 of the Nerowie subdivision and the Sutherlands 

purchased Lots 3 and 5 (Bendigo Advertiser, 23 February 1910:2; BME, 15 April 1911:2; CT 

3856/064).  

 

Paralleling these subdivisional sales, the farms of the now-aging selectors from the 1860s 

and 1870s were being passed on to their children. Often the parents accumulated a number 

of properties, to facilitate distribution to the sons. The Kerrs’ ‘Bowdens’ farm is one example. 

A number of new homesteads resulted from this process. The new homestead on the 

Cumming’s property The Selection was an example. The new generation stimulated the 

setting up of another school, at Parwan South, in 1924. 

1920s–present 
In the first half of the twentieth century Parwan was renowned for its premium barley crop 

(PHG, Addendum p.1).  

 

Brown coal was found at Parwan South in 1927. An underground mine was opened there in 

1920 and worked intermittently until 1947. The Maddingley underground mine started up in 

1944. Australian Paper Mills purchased an interest in the mine to fuel its factory boilers in 

Melbourne. After World War II open cut mining became more economical, first at the 

Maddingley mine and then along Parwan Creek. With the mines lowering the water table, 

farmers upstream in the Parwan valley were compelled to sell their farms for further mining. 

The closest mining activity to the study area was the Star mine on the east side of Cummings 

road opposite Braemar. The peak of mining activity was in the 1950s, but the open cut along 

the east side of Parwan Creek is still active (PHG, pp.97-103 passim).  

 

The Bacchus Marsh airfield was set up at Parwan in 1943 as one of a number of “dispersal 

aerodromes”, alternative areas at which aircraft could be located in the event of an air attack 

on the RAAF Station Laverton. After the war the Air Force retained the airfield for a few years, 

and it was used by the Department of Civil Aviation for training. The airfield later continued 

in use for aero clubs and for gliding (NAA, A705, 171/2/270 Parts 1 & 2; PHG, p.112). 
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Individual Farms/Sites Parwan 1 
 
The Bingham farm– 3922 Geelong-Bacchus Marsh Road 
Allotments 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 16 Section 8 

 

 

 

James Bingham of Allendale purchased Lot 1, 320 acres, and Lot 2, 391 acres at the 

subdivisional sale of the Nerowie Estate in 1910 (Leader, 23 February 1910:38; Parwan 

History Group p.70). These lots corresponded to Allotments 7, 8, 9, 14, 15 16 Section 8 

Parish of Parwan. James Bingham was born in Ballarat and spent 35 years working at the 

Ballarat Mining Exchange. He started farming at Parwan in 1914 (Age, 28 October 191415). 

Melton Express, 1 June 1935:2). A house is shown on the 1917 topographic map which 

corresponds to the existing dwelling just to the south of the northern boundary of Allotment 

16, and between the road and the swamp. In 1916 he advertised for clearing 100 acres of 

the property of trees and stumps (BME, 4 March 1916:2).  

 

James Bingham & Sons also purchased 320 acres at Parwan from the estate of Charles 

Cumming in 1921 (Melton Express, 12 March 1921:2). This was Patullo’s Paddock 

(Allotment K Section 9). James’ wife Flora died in 1934 (Melton Express, 9 June 1934:2). 

 

James Bingham died in 1935 (Argus, 25 May 1935:13). In 1935 there was a gathering at the 

newly built home of Mr James Bingham Junior and Mrs Bingham (Melton Express, 28 

September 1935:1). This may relate to brothers George and James Junior working adjoining 

blocks of the farm at Parwan for a while after their father’s death, with a consequent 
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requirement for a new house. The swamp formed the boundary between their blocks. A 

house is shown on the 1936 topo on the northeast corner of Patullo’s and may be the extant 

house in that position (PHG p.84). 

A distinctive carved corner fence post from Simon Staughton’s run has been recorded on 

the corner of the former Bingham’s property, opposite the airfield (PHG, p.19). This motif is 

described as the “Staughton orb” in the VHR citation for Exford Homestead. The orb motif 

was used on bluestone finials on a bluestone outbuilding at Exford and on some formal 

gates and fencing near the Exford homestead. The wider run was said to be marked out at 

Quarter-mile intervals with cruder posts featuring the carved orb (Exford Homestead VHR 

Citation, VHD). 

 
The Cummings – ‘Braemar’ 
Allotments 23, 24 and 24A Section 9, later Allotment K of Section 9  

 

 

 

Charles Cumming Senior purchased Allotments 23, 24 and 24A Section 9 Parish of Parwan, 

146 acres, from the Crown in 1859. This became Cumming’s homestead property and was 

named ‘Braemar’ after his hometown in Scotland. Charles selected Allotment E of Section 

9 Agricultural Area of Parwan, Parish of Parwan, 323 acres, under Section 33 of the Land 

Act 1869 (See VPRS 629/P0 Unit 21 File 4107 and Unit 40 File 7968) and obtained freehold 

in 1872 (Parwan Parish Plan). This became known as ‘The Selected Property’ or ‘The 

Selection’ (See separate section below).  

B 

By 1877 Cumming’s property amounted to 500 acres. Formerly 70 acres had been cropped, 

but now grazing dominated with only 20 acres under cultivation. 140 head of dairy cattle 

were 

 

Charles also acquired the freehold land Allotment K of Section 9 Agricultural Area of Parwan, 

Parish of Parwan containing 320 acres, in c1885. This property was known as ‘Patullos’ after 

D. Patullo who selected the allotment before 1872 and gained freehold in 1874. Cumming 

immediately let the land out (BME, 28 February 1885:2) Patullo’s was for sale again in 1892 

(Age, 31 May 1892:2). [See Bingham farm below for later developments].  

 

Finally, Charles acquired Allotment 20 Section 9 and Allotments 58, 59, 65 and 66 No 

Section Parish of Parwan, known as ‘Hider’s’ and totalling 85 acres, in 1885 (not in study 

area). 
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When Charles died in 1897 there was a five-bedroom weatherboard house along with stone 

dairy, stable and cowsheds on the “homestead property” ‘Braemar’, Allotments 23, 24 and 

24A, (Charles Cumming probate papers 1897). 

 

Charles’ son Athol took over Braemar (PHG p.43). The “homestead” 140 acres (Allotments 

23, 24 and 24A Section 9) was sold to the Riddell Brothers in 1914 (BME, 7 March 1914:3). 

The 1917 and 1936 topographic maps do not show a house on the “homestead” property 

(1917 & 1938 topos). However, a photo of Braemar homestead in the local history 

corresponds exactly to the house on the southeast corner of Allotment 23. This homestead 

is described as “probably not the first dwelling”, with a stone core and brick extensions 

(PHG, p.42; Google Street view). 

 
The Cummings – ‘The Selection’ 
Allotment E of Section 9 

 

 

 

When Charles Cumming died in 1897 there were no improvements other than fencing 

(Charles Cumming probate papers 1897). His son William Harold Gordon (Gordon) 

Cumming (known as Gordon) took over ‘The Selection’, Allotment E of Section 9, 323 acres, 

after his father’s death in 1897. It appears that the property was renamed ‘Parwan’. He had 

a house moved to the property from Fitzroy in 1910. The 1917 topographic map shows a 

residence on the northwest corner of the property (1917 topo). Later “another house was 

added in front” – this may have meant that the new house incorporated the 1910 house. It 

is also asserted in the local history that later again a house was built on the southeast corner 

of the land. This is not visible on the 1936 topographic map, and this area was subsumed 

by the airfield runways in 1943 (1917 and 1936 topographic maps; PHG p.43). Gordon died 

in 1951. 
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The Watsons – ‘The Glen’ 
Allotments F1 and F2 and 38A and 38B of Section 9 

 

 

 

Robert Watson, who rented a property at Ballarat, and his eldest son James, selected 

Allotments F1 and F2 Parish of Parwan in c1865. When a reporter visited in 1866 two fine 

teams of horses were ploughing the 30 cleared acres for wheat (Age, 23 August 1866:5; 

PHG, p.44). The Parish Plan does not indicate the nature of these selections. James Watson 

gained freehold to Allotment F1 in 1869 and Robert Watson gained freehold to Allotment F2 

to the south the same year.  

 

When a 170-acre farm “previously occupied by Robert Watson” was offered for rent or sale 

in 1870 there was 70 acres cleared and a “first class” house of six rooms on the land (BME, 

18 June 1870:2). When the property known as “Robert Watson’s farm” (presumably 

Allotment F2) was offered for sale in 1873 there was a five-roomed weatherboard house on 

the land, with 70 acres of cleared land (BME, 8 March 1873:2). It appears that the house on 

Allotment F2 in 1873 was no longer extant by 1917. The 1917 topographic map shows only 

one homestead on the northwest corner of Allotment F1 (1917 topographic). Robert Watson 

selected land at Maryvale and Hazelwood in 1875 (Gippsland Times, 29 June 1875:3). He 

died in Maryvale Gippsland in 1894 and his wife Margaret died there in 1895 (BME, 24 March 

1894:2; 23 March 1895:2). 

 

James Watson’s farm was described in a newspaper article in 1877. One lot of 83 acres 

(Woodside, where Parwan Creek and the railway crossed) had been occupied by Watson 

for 10 years, and he had another lot of 170 acres in the area (presumably Allotment F1). 

While previously having up to 100 acres in cultivation, Watson now only cropped 30, mainly 

with barley and also with lucerne. The main activity was now dairying, with 50 head of cattle 

(Australasian, 6 January 1877:24). James moved to ‘Woodside’, Allotments 44 and 45 and 

part of Portion 26, 90 acres, in 1887. About the same time, he became a Bacchus Marsh 
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councillor. He worked the various farms with his sons Charles and James Junior (PHG, 

pp.45-46). 

 

James Watson purchased 44 acres part of Allotment 38A and 38B in 1906 (BME, 12 January 

1907:3). James must also have acquired Allotment F2 and the rest of Allotments 38A and 

38B before 1917, as when he died in that year, he owned them and F1, 430 acres in total 

with a brick homestead of four rooms. (Parwan Parish Plan; James Watson probate papers, 

1917). Son Charles inherited Woodside and James Junior, who had already been working 

The Glen, inherited that property. The house at the northwest corner of Allotment F1 may 

have been built while James Junior was working this farm in the years prior to his father’s 

death. His wife Mary had a son at The Glen in 1912 (BME, 13 July 19212:2). James Junior 

died in 1932. He was occupying The Glen, now Allotments F1 and F2, when he died, so 

presumably he was living in a house on this land. The land was sold to sold to Messrs J.H. 

and C.C. Watson (James Watson probate papers, 1932; Melton Express, 24 September 

1932:2; 25 February 1933:2; 11 March 1933:3). 

 

The Winderlich family - ‘Oak Vale’ 
Allotments 17-21 Section 8 

 

 

 

Karl Winderlich of Dooen sold up his farm at Green Lake, Dooen in 1909 and died the same 

year. His widow Martha, with four of her sons, purchased Allotments 17-21 Section 8 Parish 

of Parwan, 513 acres in the Glenmore subdivisional sale (PHG, Addendum p.2). They 

named their property ‘Oak Vale’. Eldest daughter Louisa Agnes married Frederick Nuske of 

Horsham in 1911 (BME, .20 May 1911:2). In 1911 the Wunderlichs purchased the draught 

stallion Benmore’s Pride. The champion stallion from the Wimmera stood at Oak Vale (BME, 

26 August 1911:4). Martha and sons also leased the property ‘Hope Vale’ on Racecourse 

Road Bacchus Marsh (BME, 20 January 1912:2). 
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Martha drowned in a waterhole near the house in 1915. Her probate papers show a house 

had been built on the land (Argus, 19 October 1915:6; Martha Winderlich probate papers, 

1916). Son Paul continued on the Parwan farm until the mid-1950s. By the time he died in 

1946 the farm had already been leased to Mr C. Buckler, who had the house renovated. The 

farm was auctioned in 1951 (The Express (Melton), 8 June 1946:5; 22 June 1946:1; 8 

September 1951:4). 

 
The Mahoney family – ‘Hut in Ruins’ 
Allotments 3A, 3B and 4B of Section 4 

 

 

By 1866 the Mahoney family had selected Allotments 3A, 3B and 4B of Section 4 Parish of 

Parwan as occupation licenses under Section 42 of the Land Act 1865 (Age, 23 August 

1866:5). It was common for a number of family members to take up occupation licenses in 

order to make up a farm large enough to be viable. The family obtained freehold under 

Section 31 of the Land Act 1869 successively for each lot from 1873 to 1876 (Parwan Parish 

Plan). The occupation license required that the owner had resided on one of the lots before 

acquiring freehold, suggesting a house was built. By 1866 Mahoney had his property fenced 

in and sheep-proof and was grazing on it (Age, 23 August 1866:5). In 1870 Mr Mahoney’s 

dwelling-house at Parwan was a polling place for the Wyndham Shire North Riding (BME, 4 

June 1870:2). The Mahoneys sold fat lambs at the Melbourne livestock markets in 1872 

(Argus, 25 October 1872:2).  

 

The Mahoneys named their selection ‘Hut in Ruins’. Cornelius and his wife sold their Parwan 

land in c1875 to run the Camp Hotel in Wyndham (BME, 15 July 1882:3). The purchasers 

may have been Messrs Griffith & Green, as in 1875 they offered for sale Allotment 4 Section 
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4 Parish of Parwan, 80 acres, a “really choice little farm … laid down with rye grass” (BME, 

17 April 1875:2). In 1889 and 1908 Allotment 3 was described “the swamp paddock” part 

of Mr Green’s Graystones estate. In 1908 it was described as having been under cultivation 

many years ago (BME, 30 November 1889,2; 21 November 1908:2).  

 

The 1917 and 1937 topographic maps show a house on Allotment 4B (1917 and 1936 topo). 

By 1942 the three lots were being let out as part of the estate of the late H.H. Kerr (Argus, 

11 April 1942:7). 

 

The Egans 

Allotment 14 Section 9 

 

 

 

J. Egan selected 66 acres Allotment 14 Section 9 and was residing on it with his family by 

1866, by which time he had 23 acres under wheat. He obtained freehold in 1870 (Age, 23 

August 1866:5; Parwan Parish Plan). In January 1867 the Bacchus Marsh and Maddingley 

District Road Board reduced James Egan’s property valuation from £65 to £13 (BME, 12 

January 1867:3). In 1868 he was assessed £48 for 337 acres of Staughton land, which he 

must have been renting or purchased (BME, 14 November 1868:3). At the same time, he 

was advertising to take in cattle and horses on 640 acres of grazing paddock “adjoining 

Staughton’s white gate” and with Werribee River frontage (BME, 21 November 1868:4). It 

was reported that James Egan forfeited a 66-acre allotment in March 1869 (BME, 27 March 

1869:2). 
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The Alexanders ‘Alexander’s Farm’ 

Allotments H1 and H2 Section 9 

 

W. Alexander selected Allotment H1 of Section 9 and Peter Alexander selected Allotment 

H2, both of 164 acres (Parwan Parish Plan). Peter obtained freehold under Section 33 of the 

Land Act 1865 (VPRS 629/P0 Unit 2 not viewed). By 1866 the Alexanders’ selection was 

fenced, but no house was indicated (Age, 23 August 1866:5). 

 

‘Alexanders Farm’, now owned by Stephen Staughton and occupied by Mr D. Green, was 

offered for sale in 1876. The 164-acre farm was cleared and included a comfortable dwelling 

and yards. It was described as Lot 4 – the origin of this description is unknown (Argus, 3 

July 1872:8). 

 
Delaney & Hennesey, then T.E. Boyd, then John Cooper, then John Fleming Kerr – 
‘Bowdens’ 
Allotments C1 & L of Section 9, allotments 1A, 22 & 24 of Section 8 

 

 

 

Delaney & Hennessy selected 940 acres in 1866, fenced and with a residence (Age, 23 

August 1866:5). 953 acres along Parwan Creek were offered for sale in 1871. There were 

two cottages containing five rooms, stable, and other buildings (Argus, 23 October 1871:8). 

An 1872 sale advertisement specified brick cottages (Argus, 18 May 1872:8). T. Boyd 

obtained freehold under section 33 of the Land Act 1865 in 1873 (Parwan Parish Plan). The 

and was sold soon after to John Cooper, whose home property was closer to Melbourne, 

at Mt Prospect, Bundoora. In May 1873 John Cooper tendered for 1000 posts and rails for 

the Parwan property (BME, 10 May 1873:2). In September 1873 there was a clearing sale of 

cattle on John Cooper’s property, formerly T.E. Boyd’s, to make way for sheep (BME, 20 

September 1873:2). 

 

John Cooper offered the property for sale in 1875. The description of the property in the 

advertisement was based on allotment numbers which appear on an 1864 version of the 
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Parish Plan. A men’s cottage, stable and yards were erected on Allotment 49, which 

corresponds to the western one-third of Allotment C1 on the later parish plans. A substantial 

four-roomed brick cottage with verandah was erected on Allotment 50, corresponding to 

the middle third of Allotment C1 on the later parish plans (BME, 29 May 1875:2; old parish 

plan). By 1876 the property was owned by William Henry Bowden (BME, 2 September 

1876:2). He offered the land to let in 1877 (BME, 21 April 1877:2). 

 

Bowden offered the property for sale in February 1877 (BME, 17 February 1877:2). Robert 

Kerr and sons purchased the land by June 1877 (BME, 23 June 1877:3). The property 

became another one of a number in Parwan and Rowsley run by Kerr and sons. The parents’ 

homestead was St Monans, across Parwan Creek to the north, now surrounded by coal 

mines. Henry Fleming Kerr farmed Bowdens (PHG, p.41). He gained ownership of this land 

in 1900. The 1917 and 1936 topographic maps show two houses on Allotment C1. The 

northern one, on the bank of Parwan Creek, is in the vicinity of the current homestead and 

outbuildings. Henry died in 1934. John James McPherson, grazier of Bacchus Marsh gained 

ownership in 1943, and Oscar and Ellen Jensz became the owners in 1950. (1917 and 1936 

topos; CT 2779/652). 

 
Sutherland family – ‘The Basin’ 
Allotments 10-13 Section 8 

 

 

 

This land was packaged as Lots 3 and 5 of the Nerowie subdivisional sale (PHG, p.70). 

George Sutherland of Wycheproof purchased lots 3 and 5 of the Nerowie estate in1911, and 

became the owner in 1914 (BME, 15 April 1911:2; CT 3856/064). George and Mabel built a 

brick home named ‘Montrose’ and three children were born from 1913 (PHG, p.76). The 

1917 topographic map indicates the house was built before 1914 (1917 topographic 

map).The house is said to be similar to several other local houses of the period, including 

the Ross home ‘Lindavale’, ‘Monovale’ before the Jensz family took over, possibly the Kerr 

home ‘St Monans’, and possibly ‘Westwood’ (PHG, p.77). . Mabel died in 1923 (BME, 2 

June 1923:2). George died in 1950 and the probate went to his Ennis Sutherland, farmer of 

Parwan. The property became the property of Vican Pty Ltd in 1984 (CT 3856/064; CT 

9482/410). 
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The Sutherlands made an acre of land on the south-east corner of the property available for 

the Parwan South School in 123 [see separate section for Parwan South School below] 

(PHG p.76; CT 3856/064). IN 1932 George Sutherland made some of his land adjoining the 

school block available for a new public tennis court. (Melton Express, 14 May 1932:2; 11 

August 1934:3). 

 

By the mid-1930s George Sutherland was recognised as one of the most successful farmers 

of the district, due to his “thorough and up-to-date methods”. He became a Councillor for 

the South Riding of the Shire in 1934 (Melton Express, 11 August 1934:3; 25 August 1934:2). 

George retired to East Malvern in 1950 and died soon after (Express (Melton), 18 November 

1950:1). 

 

A green-painted Nissen hut is located just to the north of the house ‘Montrose’. It probably 

served as a garage. This is a 16ft diameter model, 36ft long. Nissen huts were never used 

in Australia during World War II but became available here in the late 1940s. They were 

imported as both military surplus and new from Britain and came primarily in 16ft and 24ft 

diameters. The Commonwealth government also purchased Nissens extensively from 

Britain as housing for migrant camps, and as the camps were decommissioned, second-

hand Nissens also became available from this source. There are a large number of these 

buildings in Victoria, with at least 80 16ft Nissens and 60 24ft Nissens recorded on one 

database (Peter Mills pers. comm.). 

 

 

The Sutherland residence ‘Montrose’ (PHG, p.77). 
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The Ryans – the Parwan Paddock. 
Allotments G, 17 & 18 Section 9 

 

 

 

By 1866 Jeremiah Ryan was farming 459 acres in Parwan, probably Allotments G, 17 and 

of 18 Section 9. The 71-acre Allotment 18 had been taken up under an occupation license 

under Section 42 of the Amending Land Act 1865 in 1866 (BME, 27 October 1866:2). 

Jeremiah Ryan’s leasehold, Allotments 17, 18 and G Section 9, 529 acres were put to public 

auction in 1869 (Argus, 12 May 1869:3). 

 

By 1866 50 acres of the property was considered to be good agricultural land, and the rest 

was moderately timbered. Fifty acres was ploughed, but more ploughed land was under 

fallow and more again was being cleared of timber. Four miles of four-railed sheep-proof 

fence had been erected. Mr Ryan had his own homestead on his property at Bacchus 

March, but his sons lived in a substantial house on the family’s Parwan land. They described 

this land as the Parwan paddock (Age, 23 August 1866:5). The Shire valuation in 1880 

shows Jeremiah’s 529 acres, along with another 1664½ acres in Parwan. This was probably 

Allotment H1 (See section on Alexanders below) (BME, 25 September 1880:2).  

 

Henry Miller purchased Jeremiah Ryan’s land, of which half was in Parwan and the 

remainder on the north side of the Werribee River, in 1881 (BME, 21 March 1881, 2). A house 

shown on the 1917 and 1936 topographic maps in the southeast corner of Allotment G 

(1917 & 1936 topo). Ruins remain in this position. 
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Parwan South State School SS4175 
Southeast corner of Allotment 10 Section 8 

 

 

Parwan South State School SS4175 (PHG, p.128). 

 

A campaign for a school at Parwan South began in 1922, as the population had been 

increased by subdivisional sales and Closer Settlement in the area. Fund raising events 

were held, including euchre parties and dances. The local Member of Parliament H.R. 

Robertson lobbied for the school land Mabel (May) Sutherland arranged an interview with 

the Director of Education. It was agreed that the community would provide the building and 

a suitable number of pupils and the Education Board would supply a teacher and lease the 

building (PHG, p.81; Melton Express, 11 August 1923:3; 31 May 1924:2). The Sutherlands 

made an acre of land on the south-east corner of the property available for the Parwan South 

School in 1923 [see separate section below]. The trustees were George Sutherland, James 

Josiah Hepburn and Paul Edwin Wunderlich (PHG pp.76 & 81; CT 3856/064).  

 

Each family was to provide £25 for the building, and the school and shelter shed were 

constructed by J.C. Bennets. A tree planting day took place in 1924, with 50 trees planted 

for shelter around the edge of the block, and as a memorial to May Sutherland, who had 

died the year before (SHG, pp.81-82; Melton Express, 12 July 1924:3). Parwan South 

SS4175 opened in September 1923. The school was also used as a hall, for events such as 

dances and engagement celebrations possible to locate them (Melton Express, 16 May 

1925:2; 9 March 1929:3). 

 

The school was worked part time with SS804 Mt Cotterell from November 1927 but reverted 

to full time in 1929. Attendance was 23 in 1934. On Arbour Day in 1934 50 trees, including 

Sugar Gums and “lucerne” (Tree Lucerne or Tagasaste), were planted in the grounds. The 

school was closed in 1949 (Melton Express, 30 June 1934:2; Blake, p.137). The Parwan 

South School Hall remained in use for various community purposes, such as meetings of 

the Rural Fire Brigade and as a polling booth, continued into the 1950s (Express (Melton), 

13 October 1951:5; Age, 27 May 1954:19). 
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Bacchus Marsh Airfield 
 

The Bacchus Marsh airfield was set up at Parwan in 1943 as one of a number of “dispersal 

aerodromes”, alternative areas at which aircraft could be located in the event of an air attack 

on the RAAF Station Laverton. Land was occupied under the provisions of the National 

Security General Regulations. The airfield was located on the properties of W.H.G. 

Cumming, Mr Kerr and J. McPherson. Dispersal aerodromes were usually unoccupied, with 

a caretaker appointed. In 1945 the caretaker at the Parwan aerodrome was John James 

McPherson. The gravel runways were fenced off to allow ongoing use of the rest of the 

farmland. A windsock was the only other infrastructure (NAA, A705, 171/2/270 Parts 1 & 2). 

 

After the war the Air Force retained the airfield and the Department of Civil Aviation occupied 

it on a permissive basis, using it for training and as an alternative to Mangalore when 

Essendon was fogbound. Bitumen paving was laid at the ends of the runways in 1949. The 

airfield later continued in use for aero clubs and for gliding (NAA, A705, 171/2/270 Parts 1 

& 2; Express (Melton),10 December 1949:1; PHG, p.112).  

 

George Running,  
Lots 1 & 2 Section 4 

 

George Running acquired freehold title to Lots 1 & 2 of Section 4 Parish of Parwan in 1871 

under Section 33 of the Land Act 1869 (Parwan Parish Plan). In 1874 he invited tenders to 

clear and stack dead wood on the property (BME, 10 October 1874:2). When Running 

offered the property for sale in 1876 it included a small cottage and stock yards (BME, 15 

January 1876:2).  There is no house shown on this allotment on the 1917 topographic map 

(1917 topo). 

 

M. Delahey 
Allotment 29, 30, 31 and 15 Section 9, 

 

M. Delahey selected Allotment 29, 30, 31 and 15 Section 9, 289 acres, freehold obtained in 

1872, under the 22
nd

 section of the Land Act 1862 (Parwan Parish Plan). By 1866 Mr Dullahsi 

[sic] had 50 acres under cultivation. As the ground was stony, he erected stone fences (Age, 

23 August 1866:5; Australasian, 6 January 1877:24). 

 

J. Connell 
Allotments 4, 5 and 6 of Section 8 

 

J. Connell Selected Allotments 4, 5 and 6 of Section 8 ,301 acres, obtaining freehold in 1874 

under Section 33 of the Land Act 1869 (Parwan Parish Plan). Connell had purchased land 

to the north on the other side of Parwan Creek in the 1850s, where his house was located 

(Age, 23 August 1866:5). A house is shown on the 1917 and 1936 topographic maps, a little 

to the west of Jensz Road, accompanied by avenue plantings in 1936, but no traces remain 

in the current aerial photographs (1917 & 1936 topo). 

 

A. McLennan 
Allotments 19, 22 and 38 of Section 9 

 

A. McLennan took out a Section 42 occupation license on Allotment 19 Section 9 and 

Allotment 38B Section 9 on the southern side of the Cumming farm Braemar and obtained 
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freehold in 1871 and 1872. He also purchased Allotment 22 Section 9 and selected 

Allotment 38B Section 9 (Parwan Parish Plan).  

 

In 1872 the mortgagees of the McLennan farm offered it for sale. It consisted of Allotments 

19, 22 and 38 of Section 9, 141 acres. Lots 19 and 22, with dwelling and improvements, 

which were offered in one lot. Lot 38, with rich soil, was offered separately (BME, 2 

November 1872:2). The dwelling on Allotments 19 or 22 is not shown on the 1917 

topographic map (1917 topo). 

 

Some bluestone quarrying was undertaken by Steve Whelan on Allotment 19, just south of 

the School. Stone from the quarry was used on St Bernard’s Church in Bacchus Marsh 

(Melton Express, 15 December 1934:1). 

 

Parwan State School SS916 
NE corner Allotment 19 Section 9 

 

A meeting was held in Parwan 1866 to establish a Common School, and a site was secure 

on the northeast corner of McLellan’s Allotment 19 Section 9. The school stared in a vacant 

house in 1867 and then in a converted smithy. A grant for teacher and building enabled the 

opening of the school in 1868. The building was in brick with a residence under the same 

roof. The school closed in 1930 (Blake, p.50). Some sugar gums remain on the site which 

may have been school plantings (BME, 10 September 1904:3). 
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APPENDIX 6  PARWAN HERITAGE ASSESSMENTS (GRAEME BUTLER & 
ASSOCIATES)
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